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Abstract
Subdivision is a basic tool to describe smooth curves and surfaces in computer
aided geometric design. Since no single subdivision scheme can be adequate
for every situation so, there is always a space to present new schemes. The
main purpose of this dissertation is to introduce different kinds of subdivision
schemes for curve and surface designing based on arity and complexity. Sev-
eral explicit formulae for generation of mask of subdivision schemes are pre-
sented. Many well known existing schemes are special cases of our proposed
schemes. Convergence and smoothness of stationary and non-stationary subdi-
vision schemes are evaluated by using Laurent polynomial method and asymp-
totic equivalence technique respectively. Some of remarkable properties of pro-
posed subdivision schemes like Hölder regularity, support of basic limit func-
tion, error bounds, total absolute curvature, artifact, shrinkage effect, limit sten-
cil, convexity preservation, affine invariance and reproduction are discussed.
The applications of the schemes developed have also been depicted through
different examples.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computer Aided Geometric Design (CAGD) is a discipline dealing with com-
putational aspects of geometric objects. It studies especially the construction
and manipulation of curves or surfaces given by a set of points using polynomi-
al, rational, piecewise polynomial, or piecewise rational methods. The roots of
CAGD lie in automobile industry. It provides basis for modern design in most
branches of industry, from sailing and aeronautics to fabric industry. Besides
being used in traditional fields like manufacturing of automobiles, airplanes
and ships, it has also influenced fields such as medical imaging, geographical
information system, computer gaming, robotics, engineering and scientific vi-
sualization.
The most popular modeling tool for the design of objects in the field of CAGD
is subdivision. Subdivision defines a smooth curve and surface as the limit
of a sequence of successive refinements. In subdivision, the central idea is to
take a curve or surface as input and produce a more highly refined curve or
surface as output. At each step, the designer can specify a geometric region that
wishes to modify and additional control vertices are created in this geometric
region through the use of refinement. Subdivision schemes are ideally suited
for computer applications because they are simple to grasp, easy to implement,
1
highly flexible and attractive to geometric designers.
Subdivision schemes are in extensive use, such as image reconstruction, the
design of curves or surfaces, shape preservation in data and geometric objects,
the approximation of arbitrary functions, etc. On the other hand, subdivision
lies in the core of multiresolution analysis and wavelet transforms, and thus
plays a central role in data compression, noise removal, and so on. The excessive
range of applications as well as the necessity of enhancing the performance of
the present algorithms lead to the invention of a great variety of subdivision
schemes.
1.1 Literature survey
Now we present a concise literature survey to cover the research done so far in
area of subdivision
Rham [65] was the first who gave concept of subdivision through his "Trisec-
tion Theory". After Rham’s subdivision scheme, the field of subdivision starts
to prosper in 1970s when Chaikin [10] offered an approximating corner cutting
scheme. The first subdivision algorithms for meshes of arbitrary topology were
given by Doo-Sabin [21] and Catmull-Clark [9]. These were centered on gen-
eralizations of quadratic and cubic B-splines for meshes comprising of quadri-
laterals respectively. The behavior about extraordinary vertices was analyzed
by Doo-Sabin using Fourier transforms and an analysis of the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of a matrix associated with the subdivision process. Loop [46] gen-
eralized quartic B-splines for arbitrary meshes consisting of triangles.
An innovative idea on the curve subdivision was given by Dubuc [22]. He
presented a 4-point binary interpolating subdivision scheme by using Lagrange
polynomial interpolation. After that Deslauriers and Dubuc (DD) [20] general-
ized 4-point binary scheme to b-ary 2N point schemes by similar construction.
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Dyn et al. [27] introduced a 4-point binary interpolating subdivision scheme
with shape parameter. They also analyzed continuity of the limit curve with the
help of eigenanalysis. Weissman [72] described a 6-point binary interpolating
scheme which is C2 continuous. Dyn et al. [26] stated that we can construc-
t Dyn 4-point and Weissman 6-point schemes by taking a convex combination
of the two DD schemes. They also introduced Laurent polynomial formalism
to check convergence and smoothness of subdivision schemes. Tang et al. [73]
implemented Laurent polynomial to analyze the convergence and smoothness
of the 4-point scheme [20] to be C1. Mustafa et al. [58] presented a family of
(2n   1)-point binary schemes with free parameter for designing curve. They
compared their schemes with existing schemes on the basis of curvature and
error bound.
Hassan and Dodgson [36] offered three point binary and ternary approximat-
ing subdivision schemes that generate a C3 and C2 curve respectively. In same
year, Hassan et al. [37] also developed a 4-point ternary interpolating subdivi-
sion scheme with tension parameter. This scheme was C2 for certain range of
parameter. To extend its application in the generating of smooth curves and sur-
faces with different continuity, Zheng et al. [77] checked differentiability of this
scheme. Mustafa et al. [61] constructed 5-point ternary interpolating scheme by
using its corresponding Laurent polynomial and discussed its differentiability.
They also extended this scheme to a 5-point tensor product ternary interpolating
scheme. Comparable development might be found in [62]. Khan and Mustafa
[41] introduced a ternary six-point interpolating scheme and proved to be C2.
Aslam et al. [3] structured an explicit formula which unifies themask of (2n 1)-
point ternary interpolating as well as approximating subdivision schemes. For
the generalization of the families of even-point and odd-point ternary approxi-
mating schemes, we may refer [32, 57].
Mustafa and Khan [63] described a new 4-point quaternary approximating
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subdivision scheme with one shape parameter. They showed that smoothness
and approximation order of presented scheme are higher but its support is s-
maller as compared to other existing binary and ternary 4-point subdivision
schemes. Siddiqi and Younis [71] introduced an algorithm to generate the qua-
ternary m-point approximating subdivision schemes. The proposed algorithm
had been derived from uniform B-spline basis function using the Cox-de Boor
recursion formula. Amat and Liandrat [1] presented a nonlinear quaternary
4-point approximating subdivision scheme. It is based on a nonlinear pertur-
bation of the quaternary subdivision scheme [63]. They proved that the Gibbs
phenomenon, classical in linear schemes, is eliminated in this case.
Higher arity schemes are taking more attention now a days because of their
useful and valuable properties. They give a variety of different behaviors than
lower arity schemes. It is noticed that they have higher smoothness and ap-
proximation order while their support is smaller as compared to lower arity
schemes. It is also observed that lower arity schemes have higher computa-
tional cost than higher arity schemes. Similarly increasing the number of points
(complexity of the scheme) has also valuable upshots on smoothness of subdivi-
sion scheme. Brief review of higher arity schemes having even-point complexity
is presented below. In [43, 45], Lian offered 4, 6 and 2m-point non-parametric
interpolating even and odd-ary schemes for curve design by using wavelet the-
ory. Zheng et al. [75] described ternary even symmetric 2n-point subdivision
scheme. Zheng et al. [76] presented p-ary subdivision generalizing B-splines.
Mustafa and Rehman [64] unified all existing even-point interpolating and ap-
proximating schemes by offering general formula for the mask of (2b+ 4)-point
even-ary subdivision scheme. In [31, 53] construction and formulation of 4-
point -ary approximating and 4-point n-ary interpolating subdivision schemes
are discussed.
Now we present brief review of higher arity schemes having odd-point com-
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plexity. In [44, 45], Lian introduced 3, 5 and (2m + 1)-point non-parametric
a-ary schemes. Zheng et al. [74] constructed (2n   1)-point ternary interpola-
tory subdivision schemes by using variation of constants. Ghaffar et al. [30]
gave unification and application of 3-point approximating subdivision schemes
of varying arity.
The Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm [42] is a competent subdivision algorithm for
subdividing uniform B-splines. To subdivide a B-spline curve, the algorithm is
composed of two phases. The first phase doubles the control point by simply
taking each control point twice. This step is followed by a sequence of smooth-
ing operators which is mid-point averaging. In literature there are different vari-
ants which are applied on the Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm. For example, Schae-
fer et al. [69] replaced the linear smoothing operator by non-linear averaging
rule in the Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm. They replaced the arithmetic mean with
geometric mean to produce a subdivision scheme. Hormann and Sabin [38] of-
fered a family of subdivision schemes by convolution of uniform B-spline with
kernel. Schaefer and Goldman [68] developed an algorithm for subdividing non-
uniform B-splines of arbitrary degree in amanner similar to the Lane-Riesenfeld
subdivision algorithm for uniform B-splines of arbitrary degree. Cashman et al.
[8] presented generalized Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm, they used same operator
to define the refine and each smoothing stage. They applied four-point [27]
variant on the Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm to introduce new family of schemes.
In [23], Dubuc presented de Rham transform, which generalizes the Rham
[65] and Chaikin [10] corner cutting schemes. Conti and Romani [12] used de
Rham transform of these binary schemes to construct family of dual univari-
ate m-ary subdivision schemes. In Mathematics, the Gibbs phenomenon is the
peculiar manner in which the Fourier series of a piecewise continuously differ-
entiable periodic function behaves at a jump discontinuity while in geometric
modeling and signal processing, the Gibbs phenomenon is undesirable because
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it causes artifacts from the oscillations. Gottlieb and Shu [34] have noted that
the convergence of approximating the discontinuous function is rather slow
away from the discontinuity and overshoot close to the boundary can not be
diminished. Amat and Liandrat [1] have showed numerically that most of the
linear schemes suffer Gibbs phenomenon oscillations. They have also showed
theoretically that their nonlinear scheme is free from this type of undesirable
phenomenon.
Non-stationary subdivision schemes are getting limelights due to their ability
to reproduce trigonometric, exponential polynomials and conic sections. Non-
stationary subdivision schemes producing circles are first presented in [24] and
extended to schemes producing surface of revolution in [48]. Jena et al. [40]
introduced a 4-point binary scheme that was the generalization of four point bi-
nary interpolating scheme of Dyn et al. [27]. Beccari et al. [5] gave a uniform 4-
point binary scheme, using tension controlled parameter, that reproduce conics.
They showed that for special values of the tension parameter, proposed scheme
is capable of reproducing all conic sections exactly. In the same year, they also
constructed 4-point ternary scheme with tension control [6]. Daniel and Shun-
mugaraj [19] introduced some non-stationary binary and ternary subdivision
schemes with parameters for generating curves and proved that these schemes
are non-stationary counter parts of well known existing stationary schemes.
They also structured a family of 3-point binary approximating C1 stationary
subdivision schemes and a 3-point C1 non-stationary subdivision scheme in
[16]. In [17, 18] an interpolating 6-point C2 and an approximating 3-point C2
non-stationary schemes are developed respectively. Conti and Romani [14] de-
scribed a family of 6-point interpolatory non-stationary subdivision schemes by
taking affine combination of cubic exponential B-spline and can reproduce con-
ic sections. Mustafa and Bari [52] generated a new family of odd point ternary
non-stationary interpolating subdivision schemes by using Lagrange identities.
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They observed that the limiting ellipse, generated by proposed schemes com-
pared to the existing non-stationary interpolating schemes, has less deviation
from being an exact ellipse.
Subdivision schemes offer a well defined and competent way to represent s-
mooth curves and surfaces. To measure the accuracy that how well the control
polygon approximates the exact curve and surface geometry error bounds of
subdivision schemes are to be computed. Cheng [11] gave an algorithm to es-
timate subdivision depths for rational curves and surfaces. Mustafa et al. [54]
assessed error bounds between binary subdivision curves/surfaces and their
control polygons after k-fold subdivision in terms of the maximal differences
of the initial control point sequences and constants that depend on the subdivi-
sion mask. In [35, 55, 59, 60], Mustafa et al. further extended this technique to
calculate error bounds of ternary, quaternary, n-ary curves/surfaces and tensor
product binary volumetric model.
1.2 Our contributions
Now we present a brief summary of our contributions in this thesis in the form
of published work. In [56], we have presented an explicit formula for the mask
of odd-points n-ary (for any odd n  3) interpolating subdivision schemes. This
formula unifies the schemes of [44], [45], [74] and many other schemes. We also
have presented generalized and unified families of even-point and as well as
odd-point n-ary interpolating subdivision schemes originated from Lagrange
polynomial, for any integers n  3, in [50]. In [49], we have offered a family
of binary univariate subdivision schemes having alternating dual and primal
symbols. In [2], we have applied six point variant on Lane-Riesenfeld algorith-
m to obtain a new class of subdivision schemes. A generalized non-stationary
4-point n-ary approximating subdivision scheme, for even integer n  2, is in-
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troduced in [51].
1.3 Basic definitions
Before going onward, we present some basic definitions and notations which
play an important role in rest of the work.
Definition 1.3.1. Subdivision scheme describes a smooth curve and surface as a
limit of sequence of consecutive refinements. By this technique at each refine-
ment level, the new inserted points on a better grid are calculated by affine com-
bination of previously existing points. In the limit of the recursive procedure,
data are defined on a dense set of points.
Definition 1.3.2. The number of points inserted at level k + 1 between two con-
secutive points from level k is called arity of the scheme. In the case when num-
ber of points inserted are 2; 3; . . . ; n, the subdivision schemes are called binary,
ternary, : : : , n-ary, respectively. If the number of points inserted is even then
scheme is called even-ary scheme and if number of points inserted is odd then
scheme is called odd-ary scheme.
Definition 1.3.3. The number of points involved in the affine combination to
insert a new point at next subdivision level is called complexity of the scheme.
If the number of points involved is even then scheme is said to be even-point
scheme otherwise odd-point scheme.
Definition 1.3.4. If the points of the limiting curve or surface pass through initial
control polygon/mesh, then the subdivision scheme is termed as interpolating
otherwise approximating.
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Definition 1.3.5. If the mask of the subdivision scheme is independent of re-
finement level k, then the scheme is called stationary, otherwise it is called non-
stationary.
Definition 1.3.6. Support is equal to the number of spans of the curve influenced
when one control point is moved, or to the amount of control points affecting a
given point or a given span of the limit curve. The area, over which a control
point effects the shape of the limiting curve, should be finite and small.
Definition 1.3.7. Continuity denotes to the differentiability of the limit curve
or surface generated by subdivision process. Subdivision schemes should be
continuous of a certain order preceding to construction i.e. Cm continuitymeans
that the first through mth derivatives are equal and continuous at the shared
points.
Definition 1.3.8. Hölder continuity is an extension of the notion of continuity
which gives more information about any scheme. A function  : R ! R is
define to be regular of order m +  (for m 2 N0 and 0 <   1) if it is m times
continuously differentiable and m is Lipschitz of order  
(m)(x+ h)  (m)(x)  c jhj 
for all x and h in R and some constant c.
Continuity of a subdivision curve is defined by just saying that ifmth deriva-
tive of a curve exists everywhere in an interval and is continuous, then curve is
said to be Cm continuous in that interval. But the Hölder continuity of a subdi-
vision curve is a measure of how many derivatives are continuous, and of how
continuous the highest derivative is. Therefore we also need to find Hölder
continuity of the schemes to further explore their smoothness.
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Definition 1.3.9. The basic limit function of a subdivision scheme is defined as
the limit function of the scheme for the data f 0i = i;0, where i;0 is Kronecker
delta.
1.4 Convergence and smoothness analysis
A general compact form of univariate n-ary subdivision scheme S which maps
polygon fk = ffki gi2Z to a refined polygon fk+1 = ffk+1i gi2Z is defined by
fk+1i =
X
j2Z
anj ifkj ; i 2 Z; (1.1)
where the set a = fai : i 2 Zg of coefficients is called the mask at k-th level of
refinement. A necessary condition for the uniform convergence of subdivision
scheme (1.1) is thatX
j2Z
anj =
X
j2Z
anj+1 = : : : =
X
j2Z
anj+n 1 = 1: (1.2)
A subdivision scheme is uniformly convergent if for any initial data f 0 = ff 0i :
i 2 Zg, there exists a continuous function f such that for any closed interval
I  R, it satisfies
lim
k!1
sup
i2nkI
jfki   f(n ki)j = 0:
Obviously, f = S1f 0
A symbol called Laurent polynomial
a(z) =
X
i2Z
aiz
i; (1.3)
of the mask a = fai : i 2 Zg plays an efficient role to analyze the convergence
and smoothness of subdivision scheme. From (1.2) and (1.3) the Laurent poly-
nomial of convergent subdivision scheme satisfies
a(&jn) = 0; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n  1 and a(1) = n: (1.4)
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where &jn = exp(
2ij
n
) are the nth root of unity. This condition guarantees the
existence of a related subdivision scheme for the divided differences of the orig-
inal control points and the existence of an associated Laurent polynomial
a(1)(z) = nzn 1

1  z
1  zn

a(z):
The subdivision scheme S1 with Laurent polynomial a(1) (z) ; is related to the
scheme S with Laurent polynomial a(z) by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4.1. [4] Let S denote a subdivision scheme with Laurent polynomial a(z)
satisfying (1.4). Then there exists a subdivision scheme S1 with the property
4fk = S14fk 1;
where fk = Skf 0 and4fk = (4fk)i = nk(fki+1   fki ); i 2 Z	. Furthermore, S is
a uniformly convergent if and only if 1
n
S1 converges uniformly to zero function for all
initial data f 0, in the sense that
lim
k!1

1
n
S1
k
f 0 = 0:
The above theorem indicates that for any given scheme S, with themask a sat-
isfying (1:2), we can prove the uniform convergence of S by deriving the mask
of 1
n
S1 and computing
( 1
n
S1)
i

1 for i = 1; 2; 3:::; L; where L is the first integer
for which
( 1
n
S1)
L

1 < 1. If such an L exists, then S converges uniformly. Since
there are \n" rules for computing the values at the next refinement level, so we
define the norm
kSk1 = max
(X
j2Z
janjj;
X
j2Z
janj+1j;
X
j2Z
janj+2j; : : : ;
X
j2Z
janj+n 1j
)
; (1.5)
and 

1
n
S
L
1
= max
(X
j2Z
b[;L]i+nLj ; i = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; nL   1
)
; (1.6)
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where
b[;L](z) =
1
nL
L 1Y
j=0
a(z
nj); (1.7)
and
a(z) =

nzn 1

1  z
1  zn

a 1(z) =

nzn 1

1  z
1  zn

a(z);  > 1:
Theorem 1.4.2. [4] Let S be the subdivision scheme with a characteristicf-polynomial
a(z) =

zn 1
nzn 1(z 1)
m
q(z); q 2 f. If the subdivision scheme Sm, corresponding to the
f-polynomial q(z), converges uniformly, then S1f 0 2 Cm(R) for any initial control
polygon f 0.
Corollary 1.4.3. [4] If S is a subdivision scheme of the form above and 1
n
Sm+1 con-
verges uniformly to the zero function for all initial data f 0, then S1f 0 2 Cm(R) for
any initial control polygon f 0.
The above Corollary 1.4.3 indicates that for any given n-ary subdivision scheme
S, we can prove S1f 0 2 Cm by first deriving the mask of 1
n
Sm+1 and then com-
puting
  1nSm+1i1 for i = 1; 2; 3; :::; L (where L is the first integer for which  1nSm+1L1 < 1). If such an L exists, then S1f 0 2 Cm.
1.5 Error bounds analysis
To estimate the error (distance) between the limit curve and its control polygon,
we present a collection of expressions, inequalities, and results described in [59].
The algorithm to estimate error bound is independent of the process of recursive
subdivision. It is also independent of parameterizations and therefore it can be
easily and efficiently implemented.
Given initial control polygon f 0i = fi, i 2 Z, let the values fki , k > 1 be defined
recursively by subdivision process (1.1) together with (1.2). Suppose F k is the
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piecewise linear interpolant to the values fki and F1 is the limit curve of the
process (1.1). If  < 1 then the error bound between limit curve and its control
polygon after k-fold subdivision is
F k   F11 6  ()k1  

; (1.8)
where
 = max
i
f 0i+1   f 0i  ;
 = max

(
mX
j=0
b;j
 ;  = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1
)
;
where 8>><>>:
b;j =
jP
t=0
(a;t   a+1;t);  = 0; 1; : : : ; n  2;
bn 1;j = a0;j  
n 2P
=0
b;j;
also
 = max

(
m 1X
j=0
~a;j
 ;  = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1
)
;
where 8>><>>:
~a;0 =
mP
t=1
a;t   n ;
~a;j =
mP
t=j+1
a;t; j > 1;
 = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1:
1.6 Limit stencil analysis
The limit behavior of the subdivision scheme can be analyzed by examining the
eigen structure of subdivision matrix M: For a non-defective matrix M; say of
order b  b, if there is b linearly independent eigenvectors j corresponding to
the eigenvalues j , then it is possible to diagonalize M by transforming it by
the eigenvectors and their inverse, i.e M = RAR 1: If the subdivision curve is
C0 (i.e. if all the rows of M sum to one, then M will have one eigenvector con-
sisting of all ones and at least one eigenvalue must be one. If 1 = 0 > j , then
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subdivision scheme is C0) then all the vertices in the local neighborhood F1
will shrink to the same point and thus we obtain limit stencil of the subdivision
scheme, mathematically
F1 = lim
j!1
F j = M1F 0 = RA1R 1F 0;
where F 0 is the linear interpolant to the values f 0i .
1.7 Artifact analysis
An artifact is defined to be any characteristic which is undesirable and cannot be
separated bymovement of control points whichmeans that the curve holds spa-
tial frequencies above the Shannon limit [70] relative to the density of the control
polygon because features of the spatial frequency below this limit are removable
by movements of the control points [67]. By definition spatial frequency is the
reciprocal of the number of control points per cycle and artifact magnitude is
function of the spatial frequency. We measure the amount of artifact presented
in the polygon after the first subdivision level by using following strategy: First
take product of symmetric mask / symbol with symmetric limit stencil / sym-
bol and then represent this product as polynomial in  = (1 + z)=2z1=2. Then
the magnitude of artifact can be calculated by substituting sin(!=2) for  in
that polynomial, where ! is the spatial frequency. The magnitude of the artifact
presented in the limit curve is given by G(!) = 1
2
H(sin(!=2)) with the under-
standing that the data is sampled from a sinusoid with k = 1=! samples per
cycle, where k is the number of control points.
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1.8 Outline of dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows:
 In Chapter 2, a family of binary univariate subdivision schemes having
alternating dual and primal symbols is designed.
 Next, in Chapter 3, a 6-point variant on Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm is ap-
plied to obtain a new class of subdivision schemes.
 In Chapter 4, an explicit formula for the mask of odd point n-ary, for any
odd n > 3, interpolating subdivision schemes is constructed which unifies
almost all existing odd point interpolating schemes.
 In Chapter 5, generalized and unified families of (2p)-point and (2p   1)-
point n-ary interpolating subdivision schemes originated from Lagrange
polynomial, for any integers p  2 and n  3, are presented.
 In Chapter 6, a generalized non-stationary 4-point n-ary approximating
subdivision scheme, for even integer n  2, is offered.
 Finally, in Chapter 7, a family of 4-point odd-ary interpolating non-stationary
schemes based on Lagrange trigonometric polynomial is developed.
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Chapter 2
Binary Univariate Dual and Primal
Subdivision Schemes
In this chapter, an elegant strategy to construct a family of binary univariate sub-
division schemes, starting with two binary schemes is presented. The members
of the proposed family of schemes are categorized by a parameter, for even and
odd values of this parameter resulting schemes are primal and dual in nature
respectively. It is shown that the new resulting schemes have higher smooth-
ness and Hölder exponents while less magnitude of artifacts as compared to
their parent binary schemes. It is further noticed that resulting schemes have
cubic polynomial reproducing property. Support of basic limit function of pro-
posed schemes is discussed. Limit stencil and artifact analysis are also carried
out. Numerical study shows that proposed family of schemes is free from Gibbs
phenomenon.
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2.1 The algorithm
Four point binary interpolating scheme [27] is
fk+12i = f
k
i ; (2.1)
fk+12i+1 =  
1
16
(fki 1   fki+2) +
9
16
(fki + f
k
i+1);
and its relaxed form [38] is
fk+12i =
1
128
( 8fki 2 + 72fki 1 + 72fki   8fki+1); (2.2)
fk+12i+1 =
1
128
( 3fki 2 + 12fki 1 + 110fki + 12fki+1   3fki+2):
Symbol of the scheme (2.1) is given by
m(z) =
1
16
( 1 + 9z2 + 16z3 + 9z4   z6): (2.3)
As symbol of any convergent subdivision scheme can be written as
m(z) = meven(z
2) + z modd(z
2):
with meven(z) =
P
i2Zm2iz
i and modd(z) =
P
i2Zm2i+1z
i, so by this and by (2.3),
we have
meven(z) =
1
16
( 1 + 9z + 9z2   z3);
which can be written as
meven(z) =

1 + z
2
 1 + 10z   z2
8

: (2.4)
Also symbol of the scheme (2.2) is given by
n(z) =
1
128
( 3  8z + 12z2 + 72z3 + 110z4 + 72z5 + 12z6   8z7   3z8);
or it can be written as
n(z) =

1 + z
2
6 3 + 10z   3z2
2

: (2.5)
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Now let us consider the family of subdivision schemesH = fHl : l = 0; 1; 2; : : :g,
where general member Hl has the symbol of the form
Pl(z) = (meven(z))
l n(z): (2.6)
Substituting (2.4) and (2.5) in (2.6), we get
Pl(z) =

1 + z
2
l+6 1 + 10z   z2
8
l 3 + 10z   3z2
2

: (2.7)
We can easily derive mask of the schemes Hl by substituting l = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; in
(2.7). Before going onward to elaborate behavior and considerable properties of
proposed family of schemes H = fHl : l = 0; 1; 2; : : :g, let us have a smart look
at some members of this family.
Remark 2.1.1. In our framework, for odd values of l, i.e, l = 1; 3; 5; : : : ;
l =  1
2
+ 3(2 + x); (2.8)
where x = l 1
2
; and for even values of l, i.e, l = 0; 2; 4; : : : ;
l = 4 + 3y; (2.9)
where y = l
2
:
We observe that any scheme with shift parameter  =  1
2
+n is dual, because
multiplication of the symbol by z n gives a scheme with  =  1
2
, similarly for
 = n scheme is primal as multiplication of the symbol by z n gives a scheme
with  = 0 (see [13], Corollary 5.1). So by (2.8) and (2.9), we can say that for odd
and even values of l, proposed Hl schemes are dual and primal respectively.
2.1.1 The primal 5-point scheme H0
By substituting l = 0 in (2.7), we get symbol of the scheme H0 which is also
symbol of the scheme (2.2)
P0(z) =

1 + z
2
6 3 + 10z   3z2
2

; (2.10)
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Basic limit function generated by the schemes (a) 5-point binary (2.10) and
(b) 6-point binary (2.11).
whose mask is given by 1
128
f 3; 8; 12; 72; 110; 72; 12; 8; 3g.
2.1.2 The dual 6-point scheme H1
By substituting l = 1 in (2.7), we get symbol of the scheme H1
P1(z) =

1 + z
2
7 1 + 10z   z2
8
 3 + 10z   3z2
2

; (2.11)
whose mask is given by 1
2048
f3; 19; 11; 33; 654; 1554; 1554; 654; 33;
  111; 19; 3g.
2.1.3 The primal 8-point scheme H2
By substituting l = 2 in (2.7), we get symbol of the scheme H2
P2(z) =

1 + z
2
8 1 + 10z   z2
8
2 3 + 10z   3z2
2

; (2.12)
whose mask is given by 1
32768
f 3; 46; 33; 1140; 1931; 4146; 18351; 26664;
18351; 4146; 1931; 1140; 33; 46; 3g.
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Table 2.1: Mask and support of Hl schemes corresponding to different values of l, here
N shows complexity of the schemes and S stands for support width.
l 0 1 2 3
l 4 11 7 17
N 5 6 8 9
S 8 11 14 17
2.1.4 Support of basic limit function
A convergent subdivision scheme Hl defines a basic limit function l = H1l ,
with  be the initial data such that 0 = 1 for i = 0 and i = 1 for i 6= 0.
Since number of non-zero coefficients in the expression ofmeven(z) and n(z) is
4 and 9 respectively, hence by [39], the support of basic limit function ofmeven(z)
and n(z) is 3 and 8 respectively. Since symbol of Hl schemes is obtained by
applying meven(z), l times on n(z), so by (2.6) and (2.7), support of basic limit
function of the schemesHl for the general symbol Pl(z) is 3l+8 (see Figure 2.1).
In Table 2.1, we summarize complexity of the schemes, support width and
parametric shift l of the proposed schemes Hl for l = 0; 1; 2 and 3.
2.2 Convergence and smoothness analysis
In this section, we present convergence and smoothness analysis of proposed
schemes to show their efficiency. By using Laurent polynomial formalism [26],
we find out continuity of some of the proposed schemes. Moreover, Hölder
continuity analysis is done by using Rioul’s method [66].
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2.2.1 Lower bound on Hölder continuity
Lower bound on Hölder continuity of proposed schemes is derived by using
the fact that symbol of proposed scheme Hl has alternating symbols, i.e. even
coefficients are non-negative and odd coefficients are non-positive.
Theorem 2.2.1. The lower bound on the Hölder continuity of the scheme Hl is
l + 6  log2
 
1  4

 3
2
l!
; for l = 1; 3; 5; : : : ;
and
l + 6  log2
 
1 + 4

 3
2
l!
; for l = 2; 4; 6; : : : :
Proof. Since by (2.7), symbol of Hl scheme is given by
Pl(z) =

1 + z
2
l+6
d(z); (2.13)
where d(z) = (b(z))lc(z), b(z) =  1+10z z
2
8
and c(z) =  3+10z 3z
2
2
: So Hölder
continuity of Hl scheme is bounded from below by
l + 6  log2 kdk:
As b(z) and c(z) both are alternating symbols, so does their product d(z) and
kdk = max(deven; dodd);
where deven and dodd are sum of even and odd coefficients of d(z) respectively. In
matrix-vector notation they can be written as0B@ deven
dodd
1CA =
0B@ beven bodd
bodd beven
1CA
l0B@ ceven
codd
1CA :
Thus we have 0B@ deven
dodd
1CA =
0B@   416 2016
20
16
  4
16
1CA
l0B@  3
5
1CA :
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So by taking assistance of eigenvalue decomposition, we have0B@ deven
dodd
1CA = 1
2
0B@  1 1
1 1
1CA
0B@  32 0
0 1
1CA
l0B@  1 1
1 1
1CA
0B@  3
5
1CA :
Which implies that 0B@ deven
dodd
1CA =
0B@ 1  4   32l
1 + 4
  3
2
l
1CA :
Thus we have
kdk = 1  4

 3
2
l
; for l = 1; 3; 5; : : : ;
and
kdk = 1 + 4

 3
2
l
; for l = 2; 4; 6; : : : :
As a result, lower bound on the Hölder continuity of Hl scheme is
l + 6  log2
 
1  4

 3
2
l!
; for l = 1; 3; 5; : : : ;
and
l + 6  log2
 
1 + 4

 3
2
l!
; for l = 2; 4; 6; : : : :
2.2.2 Upper bound on Hölder continuity
Here we derive upper bound on the Hölder continuity ofHl scheme. According
to Rioul [66] and Dyn and Levin [26], the upper bound on Hölder continuity
can be computed as follows.
Theorem 2.2.2. The upper bound on Hölder continuity of Hl scheme is
l + 6  log2 kk;
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where l = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; and  is the joint spectral radius of the h  h matrices D and
D whose entries are defined by (D)ij = dh+i 2j , and (D)ij = dh+i 2j+1; where
d0; d1; : : : ; dh be the non-zero coefficients of d(z) and i; j = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; h:
Corollary 2.2.3. The upper bound on the Hölder continuity of the scheme H1 is 4:294.
Proof. From (2.11), we have
P1(z) =

1 + z
2
7
d(z); (2.14)
where
d(z) =
6  80z + 212z2   80z3 + 6z4
32
:
Since d0 = 632 , d1 =  8032 , d2 = 21232 , d3 =  8032 and d4 = 632 , then
D =
1
32
266666664
 80  80 0 0
6 212 6 0
0  80  80 0
0 6 212 6
377777775
; D =
1
32
266666664
6 212 6 0
0  80  80 0
0 6 212 6
0 0  80  80
377777775
: (2.15)
Moreover, joint spectral radius of D and D is 6:521. Therefore by Theorem
2.2.2, upper bound on the Hölder continuity of the scheme H1 is 4:294:
Upper bound on the Hölder continuity of Hl schemes for different values of l
can be derived easily by following the same above process. Table 2.2 goes over
the main points of the continuity analysis of Hl schemes. It is clear from Table
2.2 that as we increase l, level of continuity and Hölder continuity ofHl schemes
go up steadily with l.
Remark 2.2.1. It is to be noted that Hormann and Sabin [38] derived continuity
of the schemes (2.1) and (2.2) (which is also H0 scheme) to be C1 and C3 respec-
tively and the Hölder continuity to be 2   and 3:678 respectively, where  is an
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Table 2.2: Comparison of continuity analysis of Hl schemes for l = 1; 2 and 3.
l Continuity Hölder continuity
Lower bound Upper bound
1 4 4.192 4.294
2 4 4.678 4.902
3 5 5.142 5.501
arbitrarily small positive number. It is evident from Table 2.2 that newly born
schemes have higher continuity and the Hölder continuity as compared to their
parent schemes i.e, (2.1) and (2.2).
2.3 Reproduction degree
If the subdivision operator is applied to a set of data points that were taken at
the same intervals from some polynomial, then the new refined data points after
refinement are positioned on the similar polynomial. Here we are going to show
that degree of reproduction for Hl schemes is cubic. Now we illustrate such
polynomial data. A polynomial of degree  has ( + 1)-th vanishing derivative
and uniform sampling of that polynomial yields (+1)-th vanishing difference.
In the form of Laurent polynomial this can be decoded as (z)+1F (z) = 0, with
the difference operator (z) = 1  z:
Theorem 2.3.1. The reproduction degree of the scheme Hl is cubic for l = 0; 1; 2; : : : :
Proof. To prove this let us consider the difference between the schemes H0 and
H1. Let  = 1  z be the difference operator. Symbols of the schemes H0 and H1
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in the form of difference operator  can be written as
P0(z) = 
6

4z   32
2

; (2.16)
and
P1(z) = 
7

4z   32
2

8z   2
8

; (2.17)
where  = 1+z
2
. Now by taking their difference, we get
P1(z)  z P0(z) = 7

4z   32
2

8z   2
8

  z6

4z   32
2

:
This implies
P1(z)  z P0(z) =

6
16

(4z   32)f8z(  1)  2g:
By substituting   1 =  
2
in above expression, we have
P1(z)  z P0(z) =  

6
8

(32z2 + 34   63   282z + 8z):
Multiplying and dividing by 3, we get
P1(z)  z P0(z) = 44

 
2
8

3z4   34z3 + 88z2   14z   3
(1  z)3

:
Since (z)(z) = (z
2)
2
then ((z)(z))4 = ((z
2))4
16
, so we have
P1(z)  z P0(z) = ((z2))4

  
2
128

3z4   34z3 + 88z2   14z   3
(1  z)3

:
Which implies that
P1(z)F (z
2)  z P0(z)F (z2) = ((z2))4F (z2)
 2(3z4   34z3 + 88z2   14z   3)
128(1  z)3

:
Suppose data F is sampled uniformly from a cubic polynomial then
((z2))4F (z2) = ((z2))3+1F (z2) = 0:
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Table 2.3: Limit stencils of Hl schemes.
l Limit stencil
0 L0 = [ 0.00063559, -0.028813, 0.109533, 0.83728, 0.109533, -0.028813,
0.00063559]
1 L1 = [ -0.0000001024, -0.000070587, -0.001208, -0.05845, 0.559370,
0.559730, -0.05845, -0.001208, -0.00007058, -0.0000001024]
2 L2 = [- 0.00000000002739, -0.0000003, 0.14120, 0.79330, 0.14120,
-0.04, 0.0022108, -0.000068888, -0.000000298817, -0.00000000002739]
This implies
P1(z)F (z
2) = z P0(z)F (z
2):
So the new data after refinement with the scheme H1 is equal to the data after
refinement with the scheme H0 by an index shift +1. As we know that the
scheme H0 has cubic reproduction degree by [38], then the scheme H1 also has
cubic reproduction. Similarly by induction on lwe see that, the schemesHl have
also cubic reproduction for l = 2; 3; : : : :
2.4 Limit stencil analysis
Limit stencil Ll of the scheme Hl for l = 0; 1; 2; is presented in Table 2.3. H0; H1
and H2 schemes are given by (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) respectively and their cor-
responding subdivision matrices have orders 9; 11 and 15.
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2.5 Artifact analysis
In the following, we determine magnitude of the artifact presented in the limit
curve of the subdivision schemes (2.7) for l = 0; 1; 2 and the scheme (2.1).
Theorem 2.5.1. The magnitude of artifact in the limit curve of H0 scheme is
M0() =  0:12198414 + 1:72880012   4:85423610 + 2:0101708 + 2:2372886;
where  = sin
 

2

,  = 1
n
and n is the number of control points of the polygon.
Proof. By substituting l = 0 in (2.7), we get following symbol of 5-point binary
scheme H0
P0(z) =
1
128
( 3  8z + 12z2 + 72z3 + 110z4 + 72z5 + 12z6   8z7   3z8):
So symbol of limit stencil L0 can be written as
L0(z) = 0:0063559  0:0288135z + 0:109533z2 + 0:837288z3 + 0:109533z4
 0:0288135z5 + 0:0063559z6:
By taking product of P0(z) and L0(z), we get
P0(z)L0(z) =
1
27
( 0:001906z14 + 0:081355z13   0:090466z12   3:688135z11
 7:717161z10 + 14:02033z9 + 71:809533z8 + 107:17288z7
+71:809533z6 + 14:02033z5   7:717161z4   3:688135z3
 0:090466z2 + 0:081355z   0:001906):
Let P (z) = z 7P0(z)L0(z) be the symmetrized version of P0(z)L0(z) then
P (z) =
1
27
( 0:001906z7 + 0:081355z6   0:090466z5   3:688135z4   7:717161z3
+14:02033z2 + 71:809533z + 107:17288 + 71:809533z 1 + 14:02033z 2
 7:717161z 3   3:688135z 4   0:090466z 5 + 0:081355z 6
 0:001906z 7):
27
The above expression can also be written as
P (z) =
1
27
( 0:001906z7(1 + z)14 + 0:108050z6(1 + z)12   1:213559z5(1 + z)10
+2:010169z4(1 + z)8 + 8:949152z3(1 + z)6):
Which implies that
P (z) =
1
27
 
 0:001906

1 + z
z
1
2
14
+ 0:108050

1 + z
z
1
2
12
  1:213559

1 + z
z
1
2
10
 1:213559

1 + z
z
1
2
10
+ 2:010169

1 + z
z
1
2
8
+ 8:949152

1 + z
z
1
2
6!
:
We can also write above expression as
P (z) = 27( 0:001906)

1 + z
2z
1
2
14
+ 25(0:108050)

1 + z
2z
1
2
12
+23( 1:213559)

1 + z
2z
1
2
10
+ 2(2:010169)

1 + z
2z
1
2
8
+2 1(8:949152)

1 + z
2z
1
2
6
:
By writing the above expression as polynomial in (z) = 1+z
2z
1
2
, we have
G0() =  0:24396814 + 3:45760012   9:70847210 + 4:0203388 + 4:4745766:
The magnitude of artifact in the limit curve is given by M0() = 12G0(sin
 

2

),
then by substituting sin
 

2

for  in above polynomial, we have
M0() =  0:12198414 + 1:72880012   4:85423610 + 2:0101708 + 2:2372886;
where  = sin
 

2

,  = 1
n
and n is the number of control points of the polygon.
Following the same lines, we can easily prove the following theorems for the
same values of  and  defined in above theorem.
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Theorem 2.5.2. The magnitude of artifact in the limit curve of H1 scheme is
M1() =  0:000078643220   0:01303418 + 0:02324716   0:54518014
+4:82754912   12:04689810 + 8:7543988   0:000000015626
+0:000000017184   0:00000010832 + 0:000000003417:
Theorem 2.5.3. The magnitude of artifact in the limit curve of H2 scheme is
M2() =  0:000084077526   0:0031635824 + 0:010613622   0:22016420
+1:83511818   8:16885916 + 19:49478614   21:95134012
+6:16241310 + 3:8371128   0:000000034176   0:000000015214
+0:0000000036222   0:0000000001526:
Theorem 2.5.4. The magnitude of artifact in the limit curve of the scheme (2.1) is
M(2:1)() =  26 + 34:
Similarly, we can easily determine magnitude of artifact presented in the limit
curve of subdivision scheme Hl for different values of l.
In Figure 2.2, the magnitudes of artifact in the limit curve of the schemes (2.1),
H0, H1 and H2 are plotted against the number of control points n. It is observed
that, the magnitude of artifact decreases by increasing the number of initial con-
trol points. It also decreases for increasing the value of l with fixed number
of initial control points. We observe that there is small difference among the
magnitudes of artifacts of the schemes H0, H1 and H2 for large values of n but
this difference is significant with that of the scheme (2.1). In Figures 2.4 and
2.5, an example curve is generated with seven and eight initial control points
sampled from a discontinuous function respectively. It is numerically observed
that the limit functions does not oscillate as it classically happens when using
linear scheme (2.1) (i.e. see Figures 2.4(a) and 2.5(a)). No Gibbs oscillations have
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Figure 2.2: The magnitudes of artifact presented in the limit curves of the schemes
(2.1), H0; H1 and H2.
been seen in Figures 2.4(b-d) and 2.5(b-d). So proposed schemes are free from
Gibbs oscillations. We also see that these figures support our mathematical find-
ings shown in Figure 2.2. So we conclude that the magnitude of artifact of the
scheme Hl+1 is smaller than that of the scheme Hl. Limit curves produced by
the schemes Hl for l = 0; 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 2.3(a) and (b).
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a family of binary univariate subdivision schemes is presented
by using two binary schemes. The proposed family is categorized by a param-
eter. For even and odd values of this parameter proposed schemes are primal
and dual in nature respectively. It has been shown that resulting schemes have
higher continuity and Hölder regularity while less magnitude of artifacts p-
resented in the limit curve as compared to their parent schemes. Moreover,
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: (a) and (b) limit curves are generated by the schemes H0, H1 and H2.
proposed family has cubic polynomial reproduction. Furthermore, numerical
study showed that these schemes are free from Gibbs oscillations. Theoretical
study of Gibbs phenomenon is possible future research work.
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(a)7-point (2.1) (b) 7-point H0
(c) 7-point H1 (d) 7-point H2
Figure 2.4: Limit curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) are generated by the schemes (2.1), H0,
H1 and H2 with 7-initial control points respectively. Initial points are sampled from
discontinuous function.
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(a) 8-point (2.1) (b) 8-point H0
(c) 8-point H1 (d) 8-point H2
Figure 2.5: Limit curves (a), (b), (c) and (d) are generated by the schemes (2.1), H0,
H1 and H2 with 8-initial control points respectively. Initial points are sampled from
discontinuous function.
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Chapter 3
A Six-point Variant on the
Lane-Riesenfeld Algorithm
In this chapter, a six-point variant on the Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm is applied
to obtain a new family of subdivision schemes. Support, smoothness, Hölder
regularity, magnitude of the artifact and the shrinkage effect due to the change
of integer smoothing parameter that characterizes the members of the family is
also determined. It is observed that the proposed schemes have less shrinkage
effect and as a result better preserve the shape of control polygon.
3.1 The q-schemes
Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm performs on an input sequence F = ffigi2Z by using
a refine stage W followed by m smoothing stages S. A subdivision step Q is
therefore Q = SmW , where W = WL is defined as refine stage in which each
control point is doubled. S = SL is the smoothing stage in which mid-point
averaging is used to compute new control points i.e.
(SLf)i =
1
2
ffi + fi+1g : (3.1)
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The 6-point scheme [20] samples a local quintic interpolant to every 6 adjacent
values just like the Lane-Riesenfeld smoothing operator SL which samples a lo-
cal linear interpolant between every two adjacent values. This offer smoothing
operator as
(Sqf)i =
1
256
f3fi 2   25fi 1 + 150fi + 150fi+1   25fi+2 + 3fi+3g : (3.2)
The new algorithm uses refine stage
(Wqf)2i = fi; (3.3)
(Wqf)2i+1 =
1
256
f3fi 2   25fi 1 + 150fi + 150fi+1   25fi+2 + 3fi+3g :
So the subdivision operator for new family of schemes is given by
Qq = S
m
q Wq; (3.4)
where refine stageWq is pursued bym smoothing stages Sq. We call this family
of schemes as the q-schemes. When we take 0th smoothing stage, then it reduces
to the novel six-point scheme [20]. By increasing number of smoothing stages
i.e. m, we get new subdivision schemes. We can easily derive mask of the q-
schemes for different values ofm as follows:
The factored form of the smoothing operator Sq and refine stage Wq can be
written as
Wq(z) =

1 + z
2
6
3z 2   18z 1 + 38  18z + 3z2
4

and
Sq(z) =

1 + z
2

3z 2   28z 1 + 178  28z + 3z2
128

:
So it is clear from (3.4) that the symbol of the q-schemeswithm smoothing stages
can be written as
a(z) =

1 + z
2
m+6
e(z); (3.5)
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Table 3.1: Complexity, support and mask of the q-schemes corresponding to different
values ofm, here N shows complexity of the schemes (i.e. 6-, 8-, 11-, 13-point schemes)
and S stands for support width.
m N S Mask
0 6 10 06 =
1
256
[3; 0; 25; 0; 150; 256; 150; 0; 25; 0; 3]
1 8 15 18 =
1
2562
[9; 75; 375; 1075; 3375; 6723; 17175; 57075; 57075;
17175; 6723; 3375; 1075; 375; 75; 9]
2 11 20 211 =
1
2563
[27; 450; 4350; 16050; 7775; 283608; 13500; 1798600;
399750; 9920100; 16223412; 9920100; 399750; 1798600;
 13500; 283608; 7775; 16050; 4350; 450; 27]
3 13 25 313 =
1
2564
[81; 2025; 28350; 220350; 10089; 1087220; 884655;
4210095; 6821292; 277340325; 40493394; 12167125;
3659334; 3659334; 12167125; 40493394; 277340325;
6821292; 4210095; 884655; 1087220; 10089; 220350;
28350; 2025; 81]
with
e(z) = c(z)md(z); (3.6)
where
c(z) =
1
128

3z 2   28z 1 + 178  28z + 3z2	
and
d(z) =
1
4

3z 2   18z 1 + 38  18z + 3z2	 :
In Table 3.1, we present the mask Nm and complexity of the proposed schemes
corresponding tom = 0; 1; 2 and 3.
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Remark 3.1.1. Support of the q-schemes:
The basic function is the map from positions in the domain to the limit curve
of the refinement corresponding to a single old vertex having a unit value and
all the others zero. Since the smoothing operator Sq makes use of six adjacent
values to insert a new one, so number of non-zero entries in the mask of Sq is
6 and number of non-zero entries in the mask of refine stageWq is 11, therefore
by following [39], we conclude that support width of basic limit function for
Sq and Wq is 5 and 10 respectively. Since the mask of q-schemes is obtained by
applying refine stageWq on initial data followed bym smoothing stages Sq, then
support width of basic limit function for the q-schemes is 5m + 10. In Table 3.1,
we present support of some of the q-schemes.
By applying the algebraic condition (14) and Lemma 4.2 of [13] on the symbol
of q-schemes, we can prove that the degree of polynomial reproduction of each
q-scheme is quintic.
3.2 Continuity analysis of the q-schemes
We make use of Laurent polynomial (symbol) formalism [26] to calculate inte-
ger class continuity of the q-schemes. Furthermore, upper bounds and lower
bounds on Hölder continuity are also derived in this section by using Rioul’s
method [66].
Theorem 3.2.1. The lower bound on the Hölder continuity of the limit curves produced
by the q-schemes withm smoothing stages is
(m+ 6)  log2

1 + 10

15
8
m
:
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Proof. Since by (3.5)
a(z) =

1 + z
2
m+6
e(z)
then by Rioul [66], the Hölder continuity of the limit curves is bounded from
below by
(m+ 6)  log2 kek:
Since c(z) and d(z) both are alternating symbols (i.e its even coefficients are non-
negative and its odd coefficients are non-positive) then e(z) = c(z)md(z) is also
alternating and
kek = max(ee; eo);
where ee and eo are sum of even and odd coefficients of e(z) respectively. Since
by [8] 0B@ ee
eo
1CA =
0B@ ce co
co ce
1CA
m0B@ de
do
1CA
then 0B@ ee
eo
1CA =
0B@ 2316   716
  7
16
23
16
1CA
m0B@ 11
 9
1CA :
By eigenvalue decomposition, we have0B@ ee
eo
1CA = 1
2
0B@  1 1
1 1
1CA
0B@ 158 0
0 1
1CA
m0B@  1 1
1 1
1CA
0B@ 11
 9
1CA :
This implies 0B@ ee
eo
1CA =
0B@ 1 + 10  158 m
1  10  15
8
m
1CA :
Thus we have
kek = 1 + 10

15
8
m
:
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Consequently, the Hölder continuity of the limit curves produced by the q-
schemes withm smoothing stages is bounded from below by
(m+ 6)  log2

1 + 10

15
8
m
:
Theorem 3.2.2. The upper bound on the Hölder continuity of the limit curves produced
by the q-schemes withm smoothing stages is
(m+ 6)  log2(); (3.7)
where  is the joint spectral radius of the h  h matrices E0 and E1 whose entries are
defined by (E0)ij = eh+i 2j , and (E1)ij = eh+i 2j+1, where e0; e1; : : : ; eh be the non-
zero coefficients of e(z).
Proof. Since the symbol of q-schemes is
a(z) =

1 + z
2
m+6
e(z);
then by Rioul [66], we get (3.7). Hence the proof is completed.
Corollary 3.2.3. The upper bound on the Hölder continuity of the limit curves pro-
duced by the 6-point scheme with 0th smoothing stage is 2.830.
Proof. By (3.5) and (3.6) withm = 0, we get following Laurent polynomial of the
6-point binary scheme
a(z) =

1 + z
2
6
e(z);
where
e(z) =
1
4

3z 2   18z 1 + 38  18z + 3z2	 ;
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here e0 = 34 ; e1 =  92 ; e2 = 192 ; e3 =  92 and e4 = 34 , so
E0 =
266666666664
 9
2
 9
2
0 0
3
4
19
2
3
4
0
0  9
2
 9
2
0
0 3
4
19
2
3
4
377777777775
; E1 =
266666666664
3
4
19
2
3
4
0
0  9
2
 9
2
0
0 3
4
19
2
3
4
0 0  9
2
 9
2
377777777775
:
Thus joint spectral radius  of E0 and E1 is 9. Hence by (3.7), upper bound on
the Hölder continuity of limit curve generated by the 6-point binary scheme is
2.830.
Following the same procedure we can obtain upper bound on the Hölder
continuity of limit curves generated by the q-schemes for different values ofm.
Table 3.2 summarizes the continuity analysis of the q-schemes. We observe
that the order of continuities achieved by q-schemes is reasonable but it do not
increase by increasing smoothing stages. However there are upper and lower
bounds on Hölder continuity which grow gradually withm.
Remark 3.2.1. Actually, the smoothing operator
Sq =

1 + z
2

1 + z
2
2
 
z 1 + 3 + z
5
2
!
significantly improve the smoothness of the schemes. That is, we get C2, C6,
C8 and C8 smoothness for m = 0; 1; 2 and 3 respectively, but with only linear
degree of polynomial reproduction. While by using our proposed smoothing
operator, we get up to quintic degree of reproduction with C2, C3, C3 and C3
smoothness form = 0; 1; 2 and 3 respectively.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of continuity of the q-schemes.
m Continuity Hölder continuity
Lower bound Upper bound
0 2 2.540 2.830
1 3 2.696 3.246
2 3 2.823 3.649
3 3 2.935 4.040
3.3 Analysis of the limit curve
In this section, we present limit behavior, artifact analysis and shrinkage effect
of the q-schemes.
3.3.1 Limit behavior of the q-schemes
The subdivisionmatrices for the q-schemes corresponding to themasks 06; 18; 211
and 313 presented in Table 3.1, have order 11; 15; 21 and 23 respectively. The lim-
it stencils of these q-schemes for some smoothing stages are presented in Table
3.3. By applying limit stencil on consecutive control points in local neighbor-
hood we get limit position of the central one. Moreover, these stencils are useful
to compute the magnitude of artifacts presented in the polygon.
3.3.2 Artifact analysis of the q-schemes
In the following, we determine magnitude of the artifact presented in the limit
curve of the subdivision schemes (3.5) form = 0; 1; 2 and 3.
Theorem 3.3.1. The amount of artifact presented in the limit curve produced by the
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Table 3.3: Limit stencils of the q-schemes.
m Limit stencils
0 lo = [1]
1 l1 = [ 0.00000012323, -0.00000041069, -0.0000398, -0.00088283, 0.016736,
-0.10701, 0.59120, 0.59120 , -0.10701, 0.016736, -0.00088283, -0.0000398,
-0.00000041069, 0.00000012323 ]
2 l2 = [0.000000000000026, 0.00000000044399, 0.000000023348, -0.0000024738,
0.00023116, 0.00086974, -0.00972, 0.027417, 0.96241, 0.027417, -0.00972,
0.00086974, 0.00023116, -0.0000024738, 0.000000024738, 0.000000023348,
0.00000000044399, 0.000000000000026]
3 l3 = [-0.000000000003485, 0.0000000011645, 0.00000031630, 0.000014667,
0.000074973, -0.0020474, 0.020295, -0.11208, 0.59374, 0.59374, -0.11208,
0.020295, -0.0020474, 0.000074973, 0.000014667, 0.00000031630,
0.0000000011645, -0.000000000003485 ]
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6-point binary scheme (i.e. m = 0) is
G(!) =
1
2

1210   308 + 206	 ;
where  = sin
 
!
2

.
Proof. By substituting m = 0 in (3.5) and (3.6), we get 6-point binary scheme
whose symbol in symmetric form can be written as
a(z) =
1
256

3z 5   25z 3 + 150z 1 + 256 + 150z   25z3 + 3z5	 :
This can be manipulated as
a(z) =
1
256

3(1 + z)10
z5
  30(1 + z)
8
z4
+
80(1 + z)6
z3

:
Since the symbol of the limit stencil l0 (as given in Table 3.3) of 6-point binary
scheme is l0(z) = 1z0. This implies that
a(z) = a(z)l0(z) =
1
256

3(1 + z)10210
210z5
  30(1 + z)
828
28z4
+
80(1 + z)626
26z3

:
By representing it as polynomial in  = (1 + z)=2z1=2, we get
H() = 1210   308 + 206:
Since the magnitude of the artifact presented in the limit curve is given by
G(!) = 1
2
H(sin(!=2)) then by substituting sin(!=2) for  in above polyno-
mial, we get
G(!) =
1
2

1210   308 + 206	 ;
where  = sin
 
!
2

, ! = 1
k
and k is the number of control points of the polygon.
Similarly, we can prove the following theorems.
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Theorem 3.3.2. The amount of artifact presented in the limit curve produced by the
8-point binary scheme (i.e. m = 1) is
G(!) =
1
2

0:00454 28   0:04505 26 + 0:11351 24 + 0:16850 22 + 0:9078 20
 17:721 18 + 82:710 16   199:84 14 + 281:50 12   220:79 10
+75:003 8
	
:
Theorem 3.3.3. The amount of artifact presented in the limit curve produced by the
11-point binary scheme (i.e. m = 2) is
G(!) =
1
2

0:0000000028754 36 + 0:000012238 34 + 0:0000061307 32
 0:0053021 30 + 0:15761 28   1:3285 26 + 5:6356 24   13:040 22
+14:009 20 + 1:8945 18   8:3782 16   49:664 14 + 147:25 12
 156:89 10 + 62:358 8	 :
Theorem 3.3.4. The amount of artifact presented in the limit curve produced by the
13-point binary scheme (i.e. m = 3) is
G(!) =
1
2
 0:00000014453 42 + 0:000014495 40 + 0:00060407 38
 0:0017688 36   0:042638 34 + 0:36221 32   0:76351 30
 4:8648 28 + 45:306 26   191:67 24 + 534:46 22   1071:8 20
+1583:8 18   1708:5 16 + 1288:1 14   611:30 12 + 137:94 10	 :
Similarly, we can determine the amount of artifact presented in the limit curves
for other values of m. The amount of artifacts of the q-schemes for four (i.e.
m = 0; 1; 2; 3) smoothing stages Sq is shown in Figure 3.1. The magnitude of the
artifact in the limit curve is plotted against the number of control points k. It is
noticed that when the smoothing stages increases the magnitude of the artifact
decreases for the same number of control points.
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3.3.3 Shrinkage effect of the q-schemes
A control polygon is a sequence of points in space that is commonly used to
manage the shape of an object. We apply subdivision scheme on closed control
polygons to create visually smooth limit curves. Figure 3.2 shows limit curves
generated by the q-schemes with different number of smoothing stages. Note
that as we increase number of smoothing stages, final limit curve has larger
distance from the control polygon. Since this shrinkage effect is only due to the
smoothing stages so it is clear that the refine stage is not a factor of this effect.
Therefore we can measure this shrinkage effect by only examining smoothing
stage. We can represent smoothing stage for a closed k-point polygon as the
matrix
1
256
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
 25 150 150  25 3 0    0 0 3
3  25 150 150  25 3    0 0 0
0 3  25 150 150  25    0 0 0
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...
 25 3 0 0 0 0     25 150 150
150  25 3 0 0 0    3  25 150
150 150  25 3 0 0    0 3  25
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
2 Rkk:
Since the above matrix is circulant, so by [33] its eigenvalues are
j =
1
256

 25 + 150e 2ijk + 150e 4ijk   25e 6ijk + 3e 8ijk + 3e 2ijk

;
where j = 0; 1; : : : ; k   1:
Here we can determine that the dominant eigenvalue 0 = 1 and its corre-
sponding eigenvector is also a column vector consisting of all ones. This shows
a dominant behavior that as we increase the smoothing stages, say m ! 1,
the whole configuration fall down towards barycenter of the original control
polygon.
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G(w)
k
Figure 3.1: Artifact behavior of the q-schemes.
The subdominant eigenvalues 1 and k 1 are complex conjugate of each oth-
er and shrinkage of the polygon towards its barycenter as well as a phase shift
is decided by them. Disregarding this rotation, the rate of shrinkage for each
smoothing stage is j1j = jk 1j. We plot this rate of shrinkage against the num-
ber of smoothing stages m in Figure 3.3. From Figure 3.3 it is apparent that the
q-schemes bear less shrinkage when the number of smoothing stages increas-
es and as a result better preserve the shape of control polygon as compared to
C-schemes [8].
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have applied 6-point variant on Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm
[42] to generate a new family of schemes, which we call the q-schemes. Further-
more, the relation among support, smoothness, Hölder continuity and num-
ber of smoothing stages is determined. The degree of polynomial reproduc-
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Figure 3.2: Limit curves generated by the q-scheme by applying 0, 1, 2 and 3 smoothing
stages.
tion also has been discussed. We have evaluated the rate of shrinkage of limit
curve from original control polygon at different number of smoothing stages
and make comparison with C-schemes [8]. Artifact and limit stencil analysis of
proposed schemes are also carried out.
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(a) C-schemes [8] (b) Proposed q-schemes
Figure 3.3: Rate of shrinkage plotted for the C-schemes [8] and proposed q-schemes
against the number of smoothing stagesm, for polygons having 4, 8 and 16 points.
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Chapter 4
The Mask of Odd point n-ary
Interpolating Subdivision Schemes
In this chapter, we present an explicit formula for the mask of odd points n-ary,
for any odd n > 3, interpolating subdivision schemes. This formula provides
the mask of lower and higher arity schemes. We observe that the schemes intro-
duced by [44, 45, 74] can easily be generated by our formula. In addition error
bounds between subdivision curves and control polygons of schemes are com-
puted. It has been noticed that error bounds decrease when the complexity of
the scheme decrease and vice versa. Also, as we increase arity of the schemes
the error bounds decrease. Furthermore, we present brief comparison of total
absolute curvature of subdivision schemes having different arity with different
complexity. Convexity preservation property of scheme is also presented.
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4.1 The mask of odd point n-ary interpolating sub-
division schemes
Here, we present some preliminary identities which play an important role in
the construction of explicit formula for the mask of odd-points n-ary interpolat-
ing schemes for any odd n > 3. Let 2b be the space of all polynomials of degree
6 2b, where b is non-negative integer. If fLv(x)gbv= b is fundamental Lagrange
polynomial corresponding to the nodes fvgbv= b define by
Lv(x) =
bY
j= b;j 6=v
x  j
v   j ; v =  b; : : : ; b; (4.1)
for which
Lv(j) = v;j; v; j =  b; : : : ; b; (4.2)
and
bX
v= b
p(v)Lv(x) = p(x); p  2b; (4.3)
where v;j is Kronecker delta, defined as
v;j =
8<: 1; v = j;0; v 6= j: (4.4)
Then one can easily derive the following identities for each j =  b; : : : ; b,
Lj(b+ 1) =
Qb
i= b(b+ 1  i)
(b+ 1  j)(b+ j)!(b  j)!( 1)b+j ; (4.5)
Lj( b  1) =
Qb
i= b( b  1  i)
( b  1  j)(b+ j)!(b  j)!( 1)b+j ; (4.6)
Lj(s=3) =
Qb
i= b(s  3i)
(s  3j)(32b)(b+ j)!(b  j)!( 1)b+j ; s =  1; 1; (4.7)
Lj(s=5) =
Qb
i= b(s  5i)
(s  5j)(52b)(b+ j)!(b  j)!( 1)b+j ; s =  2; 1; 1; 2: (4.8)
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4.2 Mask of (2b+3)-point n-ary interpolating scheme
In this section, we first find the mask of (2b + 3)-point ternary and quinary in-
terpolating schemes then by induction, we formulate a general formula for the
mask of (2b+ 3)-point n-ary interpolating symmetric subdivision scheme.
Lemma 4.2.1. An explicit formula for the mask a = fajg3b+4j= 3b 4 of (2b + 3)-point
ternary interpolating scheme is defined by8>>>><>>>>:
a3j = j;0;
a3j+s = Lj(s=3)  a3b+3+sLj(b+ 1)  a3b+3 sLj( b  1);
a3b+3+t = a (3b+3+t);
(4.9)
where b > 0, s = ftg f0g, t =  (3 1
2
); : : : ; (3 1
2
), Lj(b+1), Lj( b 1) and Lj(s=3)
are defined by (4.5)-(4.7) respectively.
Proof. To find the mask of (2b + 3)-point ternary interpolating scheme, we con-
sider the problem of finding a mask a = fajg3b+4j= 3b 4 reproducing polynomial p
of degree 6 2b that is
X
v
aj+3vp(v) = p(j=3); j Z; p  2b: (4.10)
Now by evaluating polynomial p at j = 0; 1; 1 and then by using (4.2) and
(4.3), we get
bX
v= b
a3vLj(v) = j;0; (4.11)
b+1X
v= b 1
a1+3vLj(v) = Lj(1=3); (4.12)
b+1X
v= b 1
a 1+3vLj(v) = Lj( 1=3); (4.13)
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where j =  b; : : : ; b:
By splitting left hand sides of (4.12), (4.13) and then by (4.2), we get
b+1X
v= b 1
a1+3vLj(v) =
bX
v= b
a1+3vLj(v) + a3b+4Lj(b+ 1) + a (3b+2)Lj( b  1);
= a3j+1 + a3b+4Lj(b+ 1) + a3b+2Lj( b  1);
b+1X
v= b 1
a 1+3vLj(k) =
bX
v= b
a 1+3vLj(v) + a3b+2Lj(b+ 1) + a (3b+4)Lj( b  1);
= a3j 1 + a3b+2Lj(b+ 1) + a3b+4Lj( b  1):
Now, by substituting right hand sides of above equations into (4.12), (4.13) and
by (4.11), we get the general formula for the mask a = fajg3b+4j= 3b 4 of (2b + 3)-
point ternary interpolating subdivision scheme8>>>><>>>>:
a3j = j;0;
a3j+1 = Lj(1=3)  a3b+4Lj(b+ 1)  a3b+2Lj( b  1);
a3j 1 = Lj( 1=3)  a3b+2Lj(b+ 1)  a3b+4Lj( b  1);
(4.14)
where j =  b; : : : ; b and aj = a j (symmetric condition, for j = 1; : : : ; 3b + 4);
Lj(b+ 1), Lj( b  1), Lj(1=3), Lj( 1=3) are defined by (4.5)-(4.7).
By reformulating the above symmetric condition and (4.14), we obtain (4.9).
This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.2.2. An explicit formula for the mask a = fajg5b+7j= 5b 7 of (2b + 3)-point
quinary interpolating scheme is defined by8>>>><>>>>:
a5j = j;0;
a5j+s = Lj(s=5)  a5b+5+sLj(b+ 1)  a5b+5 sLj( b  1);
a5b+5+t = a (5b+5+t);
(4.15)
where b > 0, s = ftg f0g, t =  (5 1
2
); : : : ; (5 1
2
), Lj(b+1), Lj( b 1) and Lj(s=5)
are defined by (4.5), (4.6) and (4.8) respectively.
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Proof. Following the procedure of Lemma 4.2.1, one can easily derive the fol-
lowing explicit formula for the mask a = fajg5b+7j= 5b 7 of (2b + 3)-point quinary
interpolating subdivision scheme8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
a5j = j;0;
a5j+1 = Lj(1=5)  a5b+6Lj(b+ 1)  a5b+4Lj( b  1);
a5j 1 = Lj( 1=5)  a5b+4Lj(b+ 1)  a5b+6Lj( b  1);
a5j+2 = Lj(2=5)  a5b+7Lj(b+ 1)  a5b+3Lj( b  1);
a5j 2 = Lj( 2=5)  a5b+3Lj(b+ 1)  a5b+7Lj( b  1);
(4.16)
where j =  b; : : : ; b and aj = a j (symmetric condition, for j = 1; : : : ; 5b + 7;)
Lj(b + 1), Lj( b   1), Lj(1=5), Lj( 1=5), Lj(2=5), Lj( 2=5) are defined by (4.5),
(4.6) and (4.8) respectively.
By reformulating the above symmetric condition and (4.16), we get (4.15).
This completes the proof.
By Lemma 4.2.1, Lemma 4.2.2 with change of notations and by induction, we
get following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.3. If n stands for n-ary subdivision scheme for any odd n > 3, b > 0,
j =  b; : : : ; b, t =  (n 1
2
); : : : ; (n 1
2
) and s = ftg   f0g, an explicit formula for the
mask of (2b+ 3)-point n-ary interpolating scheme is defined by
anj = j;0; (4.17)
anj+s = A(b; j; n; s)  anb+n+sB(b; j)  anb+n sC(b; j); (4.18)
anb+n+t = a (nb+n+t); (4.19)
where
A(b; j; n; s) =
Qb
i= b(s  ni)
(s  nj)n2b(b+ j)!(b  j)!( 1)b+j ;
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B(b; j) =
Qb
i= b(b+ 1  i)
(b+ 1  j)(b+ j)!(b  j)!( 1)b+j ;
C(b; j) =
Qb
i= b( b  1  i)
( b  1  j)(b+ j)!(b  j)!( 1)b+j ;
and the free parameter anb+n+t can be explicitly defined as
anb+n+t =
Q2b+1
i=0 (bn  t  in)
n2b+2(2b+ 2)!
: (4.20)
Remark 4.2.1.  It is to be noted that the scheme (4.17)-(4.19) has anb+n+t free
parameters for (2b + 3)-point n-ary interpolating scheme. By introducing
free parameters we offer more flexibility for curve designing.
 It is also mention that the scheme (4.17)-(4.20) has no free parameters for
(2b+ 3)-point n-ary interpolating scheme.
 We can see that the scheme generated by the mask (4.17)-(4.19) satisfies the
polynomial reproducing property upto degree 2b, because this property is
the starting point of the construction of the mask as formulated in (4.10).
Remark 4.2.2. Following are some lower and higher arity schemes generated by
(4.17)-(4.20) with and without free parameters.
 If fn = 13; b = 0g then by (4.17)-(4.20), we get 3-point 13-ary interpolating
scheme.
1
169
f57; 45; 34; 24; 15; 7; 0; 6; 11; 15; 18; 20; 21; 113; 144; 153;
160; 165; 168; 1; 168; 165; 160; 153; 144; 133; 21; 20; 18; 15; 11;
 6; 0; 7; 15; 24; 34; 45; 57g : (4.21)
 If fn = 11; b = 0g then by (4.17)-(4.20), we get 3-point undenary(i.e. 11-ary)
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interpolating scheme.
1
121
f40; 30; 21; 13; 6; 0; 5; 9; 12; 14; 15; 96; 105; 112; 117; 120;
121; 120; 117; 112; 105; 96; 15; 14; 12; 9; 5; 0; 6; 13; 21; 30; 40g ;
(4.22)
 If fn = 9; b = 0g then by (4.17)-(4.20), we get 3-point nonary(i.e. 9-ary)
interpolating scheme.
1
81
f26; 18; 11; 5; 0; 4; 7; 9; 10; 65; 72; 77; 80;
81; 80; 77; 72; 65; 10; 9; 7; 4; 0; 5; 11; 18; 26g : (4.23)
 If fn = 7; b = 0} then by (4.17)-(4.20), we get 3-point septenary(i.e. 7-ary)
interpolating scheme.
1
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f15; 9; 4; 0; 3; 5; 6; 40; 45; 48; 49;
48; 45; 40; 6; 5; 3; 0; 4; 9; 15g : (4.24)
 By setting fn = 5; b = 0} and then by (4.17)-(4.20), we get following mask
of new 3-point quinary (i.e. 5-ary) interpolating scheme
1
25
f7; 3; 0; 2; 3; 21; 24; 25; 24; 21; 3; 2; 0; 3; 7g : (4.25)
 For fn = 3; b = 1; a5 = w1; a6 = 0; a7 = w2g, in (4.17)-(4.19), we get follow-
ing 5-point ternary (i.e. 3-ary) interpolating schemes with two parameters
w2; 0; w1;
2
9
  w1   3w2; 0; 1
9
  3w1   w2; 8
9
+ 3w1 + 3w2; 1;
8
9
+ 3w1 + 3w2; 1
9
  3w1   w2; 0; 2
9
  w1   3w2; w1; 0; w2

: (4.26)
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 For fn = 3; b = 0; a2 = v1; a3 = 0; a4 = v2g, in (4.17)-(4.19), we get following
3-point ternary (i.e. 3-ary) interpolating schemes with two parameters
fv2; 0; v1; 1  v1   v2; 1; 1  v1   v2; v1; 0; v2g : (4.27)
Remark 4.2.3. Here, we see that existing schemes are either special cases of our
scheme or can be generated by our explicit formula.
 By setting fn = 3; b = 0g in (4.17)-(4.20), we get mask of Lian ([44], Eq.
(22)) 3-point ternary interpolating scheme.
 If fn = 3; b = 1g in (4.17)-(4.20), we get mask of Lian ([44], Eq. (23)) 5-point
ternary interpolating scheme.
 We can easily build mask of 3-point a-ary interpolating scheme ([44], Eqs.
(12)-(14)), by setting fn = a; b = 0g in (4.17)-(4.20).
 Similarly, we can generate mask of 5-point a-ary interpolating scheme
([44], Eqs. (15)-(17)), by taking fn = a; b = 1g in (4.17)-(4.20).
 If fn = 3; b = 2g then by (4.17)-(4.20), we can build 7-point ternary scheme
of ([45], Eqs. (42)-(44)).
 The (2m+1)-point a-ary schemes ([45], Eqs. (11)-(12)) can easily be gener-
ated from our scheme listed in (4.17)-(4.20) by setting fn = a; b = m  1g.
 By taking w1 = 481+u, and w2 = u; in (4.26), we get mask of 5-point ternary
interpolating scheme of Zheng et al. ( [74], Eq. (7) ).
 If v1 =  13 + u, and v2 = u; in (4.27), we obtain mask of 3-point ternary
interpolating scheme of Zheng et al. ( [74], Eq. (5) ). Similarly one can
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easily derive the mask of (2n   1)-point ternary interpolating scheme of
[74] from (4.17)-(4.19).
 In case v2 = v1+ 13 ; in (4.27), we get Hassan and Dodgson’s 3-point ternary
interpolating scheme [36].
4.3 Comparison, applications, error bounds and to-
tal absolute curvature
In this section, first we present comparison of our proposed explicit formu-
la with the existing explicit formulae/ algorithms for generating the masks of
schemes. After that, we give visual performance among lower and higher arity
schemes. Then we give a brief overview of error bounds of schemes. At the
end, we give comparison of total absolute curvature of subdivision schemes for
different arity with different complexity.
4.3.1 Comparison
Here is the comparison of our proposed explicit formula with the existing ex-
plicit formulae/ algorithms.
 All the well known odd-points n-ary for any odd n > 3 interpolating ex-
isting schemes are either special cases or can be easily generated by our
proposed explicit formula while existing explicit formulae / algorithms
[37], [44], [45] and [76] do not have this characteristic.
 Lian’s explicit formulae [44] and [45] generate the masks of only non-
parametric schemeswhile our proposed explicit formula generate themasks
of parametric as well as non-parametric schemes.
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(a) 3-point 3-ary, 1st subdivision level (b) 3-point 5-ary, 1st subdivision level
(c) 3-point 7-ary, 1st subdivision level (d) 3-point 9-ary, 1st subdivision level
(e) 3-point 11-ary, 1st subdivision level (f) 3-point 13-ary, 1st subdivision level
Figure 4.1: Comparison: Dotted lines indicate original control polygon while continu-
ous curves are generated by 3-point interpolating 3-ary, 5-ary, 7-ary, 9-ary, 11-ary and
13-ary schemes (4.21)-(4.25) and (4.27). Small squares indicate newly inserted points
after first subdivision level.
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 Zheng et al. [74] introduced an algorithm to generate only (2n   1)-point
ternary interpolating subdivision schemeswhile we suggested explicit for-
mula for any odd-points n-ary interpolating schemes for any odd n > 3.
 Hassan and Dodgson [36] 3-point ternary interpolating scheme is special
case of our proposed explicit formula for mask of the schemes.
4.3.2 Applications
In Figure 4.1, we give comparison among different arity schemes generated in
this article to show their performance. Refined polygons generated by differ-
ent arity schemes after first subdivision level are shown and compared in this
figure. This figure indicates that higher arity schemes converge to limit curve
faster than lower arity schemes.
4.3.3 Error bounds
Here we have computed error bounds between limit curve and their control
polygon after k-fold subdivision of odd-point n-ary interpolating scheme for d-
ifferent values of n  3 by using (1.8), with  = 0:1. From Figure 4.2, we have
the following conclusions: Error bounds decrease with the increase of subdi-
vision levels. Error bounds are directly proportional to the number of points
involved (complexity of the scheme) to insert point at next subdivision level.
It is also observed that error bounds decrease with the increase of arity of the
schemes.
4.3.4 Total absolute curvature
Here is the brief comparison of total absolute curvature (TAC) of interpolating
subdivision schemes of different arity and complexity of the scheme. TAC of
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.2: (a) Presents comparison among error bounds of 3-point n-ary interpolat-
ing scheme, i.e., for n = 3,5,7,9, (b) presents comparison among error bounds of 5-point
n-ary interpolating scheme, i.e. for n = 3,5,7,9, (c) presents comparison among error
bounds of 2b+3-point ternary interpolating scheme, i.e. for b = 0,1,2,3. Here k repre-
sents subdivision level, E represents error bound and n represents arity of subdivision
scheme.
3-point, 5-point and 7-point interpolating scheme is computed by keeping arity
3. Also TAC is calculated for 3-point, 5-point and 7-point interpolating scheme
by keeping arity 5. Figure 4.3 shows graphical representation of TAC of sub-
division schemes. Same initial polygon is taken for all subdivision schemes to
compute TAC. From Figure 4.3, it is clear that as we increase the arity TAC is al-
so increased and as we increase the complexity of the scheme TAC is decreased.
Figure 4.4 presents comparison of TAC among different values of parameter of
3-point ternary interpolating scheme (4.27), here we set v2 = v1  13 and range of
v2 is (0:2222; 0:3333).
From Figure 4.4, it is clear that as we increase value of parameter from left
to right in the parametric interval (0:2222; 0:3333), TAC of 3-point ternary in-
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(a) 3-point ternary (b) 3-point quinary
(c) 5-point ternary (d) 5-point quinary
(e) 7-point ternary (f) 7-point quinary
Figure 4.3: Comparison of total absolute curvature of 3-point ternary and 3-point
quinary, 5-point ternary and 5-point quinary, 7-point ternary and 7-point quinary in-
terpolating schemes. Here L represents total absolute curvature and K represents num-
ber of iterations.
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KL L
K
(a) for v2 = 0:2333 (b) for v2 = 0:2888 (c) for v2 = 0:3111
Figure 4.4: Presents comparison among total absolute curvature of 3-point ternary
interpolating scheme for different values of parameter. Here L represents total absolute
curvature and K represents number of iterations.
terpolating scheme (4.27) is decreased. The total curvature and total absolute
Table 4.1: Measure of deviation of convexity of 3-point and 5-point ternary schemes.
Here k represents the level of iteration and D is measure of deviation:
k Scheme D Scheme D
2 3-point 0.000000 5-point 0.000000
3 ... -0.716814 ... 0.000000
4 ... -3.716814 ... -0.000001
5 ... -8.716814 ... -0.000011
curvature are same for a closed convex polygonal curve and both are equal to
2. Hence for a non-convex curve the measure of deviation (referred as D) from
the convex curve can be calculated by subtracting TAC of non-convex curve
from TAC of convex curve that is 2. In Table 4.1, we have calculated measure
of deviation of convexity of 3-point and 5-point ternary interpolating scheme
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(a) 3-point ternary (b) 5-point ternary
Figure 4.5: Presents measure of deviation of convexity of 3-point and 5-point ternary
interpolating schemes.
at different subdivision level. Figure 4.5 presents graphical representation of
measure of deviation of 3-point and 5-point ternary interpolating scheme.
4.4 Convexity preservation of subdivision scheme
In this section, we discuss conditions which guarantee convexity preservation
of interpolating scheme. Here we derive conditions for convexity preservation
of 5-point ternary interpolating scheme (4.26). Convexity of other schemes can
be discussed analogously. We adopt the same procedure as described by [7].
4.4.1 Convexity preservation of 5-point ternary scheme
Let us suppose that the initial control points are strictly convex, i.e. dkj > 0 (by
[29]). For w2 = u and w1 = u + 481 , the scheme (4.26) for second order divided
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differences dkj = 32k(fkj 1   2fkj + fkj+1) is given by
dk+13i =

4
9
+ 18u

dki +

1
9
  36u

dki+1 +

4
9
+ 18u

dki+2;
dk+13i+1 =  

8
9
+ 18u

dki +

26
9
+ 45u

dki+1  

13
9
+ 36u

dki+2 +

4
9
+ 9u

dki+3;
dk+13i+2 =

4
9
+ 9u

dki  

13
9
+ 36u

dki+1 +

26
9
+ 45u

dki+2  

8
9
+ 18u

dki+3:
For simplicity, we put w = 4
9
+18u,   7
18
< w <  1
3
, in above three equations, we
get
dk+13i = wd
k
i + (1  2w)dki+1 + wdki+2; (4.28)
dk+13i+1 =  

4 + 9w
9

dki +

32 + 45w
18

dki+1  

5 + 18w
9

dki+2 (4.29)
+

4 + 9w
18

dki+3;
dk+13i+2 =

4 + 9w
18

dki  

5 + 18w
9

dki+1 +

32 + 45w
18

dki+2 (4.30)
 

4 + 9w
9

dki+3:
The conditions which guarantee the convexity preservation are as follows:
Theorem 4.4.1. Denote pki =
dki+1
dki
, qki =
1
pki
=
dki
dki+1
and let
rk = minfpki ; qki g: (4.31)
If the initial control points are all strictly convex,   7
18
< w <  1
3
and
r0 >   2w
1 + w
, ; (4.32)
then the 5-point ternary scheme (4.26), for v2 = w and v1 = w+ 481 preserves convexity.
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Proof. For convexity preservation it is sufficient to show that dki > 0 and rk > .
We will use mathematical induction to prove dki > 0 and rk > . As we know
that for k = 0, d0i > 0 and r0 >  by (4.32). Let us suppose that dki > 0 and
rk > . Now we will prove it for k + 1. To show dk+1i > 0, we have to show that
dk+13i > 0, d
k+1
3i+1 > 0 and d
k+1
3i+2 > 0.
From (4.29), we have that
dk+13i = d
k
i (w + (1  2w)pki + wpki pki+1):
This implies for   7
18
< w <  1
3
dk+13i > d
k
i fw + (1  2w)+ w2g > 0: (4.33)
From (4.29), we have that
dk+13i+1 = d
k
i

 

4 + 9w
9

+

32 + 45w
18

pki  

5 + 18w
9

pki p
k
i+1
+

4 + 9w
18

pki p
k
i+1p
k
i+2

:
This implies for   7
18
< w <  1
3
dk+13i+1 > d
k
i

 4 + 9w
9
+
(32 + 45w)
18
  5 + 18w
92
(4.34)
+
3(4 + 9w)
18

> 0:
Similarly from (4.30), for   7
18
< w <  1
3
we have that
dk+13i+2 > d
k
i

4 + 9w
18
  5 + 18w
9
+
2(32 + 45w)
18
  4 + 9w
93

> 0: (4.35)
By combining (4.33), (4.34) and (4.35), we have dk+1i > 0:
Now we prove rk+1 > .
For pk+13i =
dk+13i+1
dk+13i
, we get
pk+13i =
 4+9w
9
+
 
32+45w
18

pki  
 
5+18w
9

pki p
k
i+1 +
 
4+9w
18

pki p
k
i+1p
k
i+2
w + (1  2w)pki + wpki pki+1
:
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Now
pk+13i    >
 4+9w
9
+ (32+45w)
18
  5+18w
92
+ 
3(4+9w)
18
  (w + (1  2w)+ w2)
w + (1  2w)+ w2 :
Since both the numerator and denominator of above expression are positive for
  7
18
< w <  1
3
, therefore
pk+13i    > 0:
This implies that for   7
18
< w <  1
3
pk+13i > : (4.36)
For qk+13i =
1
pk+13i
=
dk+13i
dk+13i+1
, we get
qk+13i =
wqki q
k
i+1 + (1  2w)qki+1 + w
   4+9w
9

qki q
k
i+1 +
 
32+45w
18

qki+1   5+18w9 +
 
4+9w
18

pki+2
:
Now
qk+13i    >
w2 + (1  2w)+ w + 4+9w
9
  2(32+45w)
18
+ (5+18w)
9
  2(4+9w)
18
)
 4+9w
92
+ (32+45w)
18
  5+18w
9
+ (4+9w)
18
:
Since both the numerator and denominator of above expression are positive for
  7
18
< w <  1
3
, therefore
qk+13i    > 0:
This implies that for   7
18
< w <  1
3
qk+13i > : (4.37)
Similarly by taking pk+13i+1 =
dk+13i+2
dk+13i+1
and by using (4.29)-(4.32), we can easily show
that for   7
18
< w <  1
3
pk+13i+1 > : (4.38)
Through the same channel for   7
18
< w <  1
3
, we have
qk+13i+1 > : (4.39)
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Figure 4.6: Presents limit curves after applying 5-point ternary subdivision scheme on
initial convex data. Dotted lines show initial convex data and solid curves indicate limit
curves after two iteration .
Similarly for pk+13i+2 =
dk+13i+3
dk+13i+2
and by using (4.28), (4.30)-(4.32) for   7
18
< w <  1
3
pk+13i+2 > : (4.40)
Through the similar channel for   7
18
< w <  1
3
, we have
qk+13i+2 > : (4.41)
By combining (4.36)-(4.41), we have pk+1i , q
k+1
i > . Thus r
k+1 > : Since
both conditions are satisfied so we concluded that 5-point ternary interpolat-
ing scheme (4.26) preserves convexity for w2 = u and w1 = u+ 481 .
Finally, we give some examples to illustrate our result. Figure 4.6 shows the
result after two iteration with u =   11
250
. In this figure, the initial control poly-
gons are convex and represented by dotted lines and limit curves after two times
iterations are represented by solid curves and are also convex.
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we offered an explicit general formula to generate the mask of
odd-points n-ary interpolating symmetric schemes for any odd n > 3 . From this
formula one can easily generate the mask of odd-points, lower and higher arity
interpolating schemes with and without free parameters. Moreover, odd-point
n-ary schemes of Hassan et al. [36], Zheng et al. [74], Lian [44] and [45] are spe-
cial cases of our proposed explicit formula. Moreover, we have concluded that
error bounds between limit curve and control polygon of subdivision scheme
at k-th level decreases with the increase of arity of the scheme. We also noticed
that error bound is directly proportional to the number of points involved to
insert new point in the control polygon (i.e. complexity of the scheme). We al-
so calculated total absolute curvature for subdivision schemes having different
arity and different complexity. We have concluded that total absolute curvature
is directly proportional to arity and inversely proportional to complexity of the
scheme. Convexity preservation is an important geometrical property of sub-
division scheme. Therefore we discussed the convexity of one of our scheme.
Convexity of other schemes can be discussed analogously.
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Chapter 5
Generalized and Unified Families of
Interpolating Subdivision Schemes
In this chapter, we present generalized and unified families of (2n)-point and
(2n 1)-point p-ary interpolating subdivision schemes originated fromLagrange
polynomial for any integers n  2 and p  3. Almost all existing even-point and
odd-point interpolating schemes of lower and higher arity belong to this family
of schemes. We also present tensor product version of generalized and unified
families of schemes. Moreover error bounds between limit curves and control
polygons of schemes are also calculated. It has been observed that error bounds
decrease when complexity of the scheme decrease and vice versa. Furthermore,
error bounds decrease with the increase of arity of the schemes. We also ob-
serve that in general the continuity of interpolating scheme do not increase by
increasing complexity and arity of the scheme.
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5.1 Generalized and unified families of interpolat-
ing schemes
A general form of univariate n-ary subdivision scheme S whichmaps a polygon
fk = ffki gi2Z to a refined polygon fk+1 = ffk+1i gi2Z is defined by
fk+1ni+ =
X
j2Z
anj+f
k
i+j;  = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1; (5.1)
where Z be the set of integers and n = 2; 3; : : : ; stands for binary, ternary and so
on. The set of coefficients fanj+;  = 0; 1; : : : ; n 1g is called subdivision mask.
This scheme is formally denoted by fk+1 = Sfk: Tensor product of the scheme
(5.1) is defined as follows.
fk+1ni+;nj+ =
X
l2Z
X
m2Z
anl+anm+f
k
i+l;j+m; ;  = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1: (5.2)
Schemes are different due to the mask and arity.
Now we discuss some important identities related to the Lagrange interpolant.
We may refer to [3, 56] for more detail about the proofs of these identities. For
the given p, we define Lagrange fundamental polynomials of degree 2p   1,
corresponding to nodes fjgp 1j= p, by
L2p 1j (x) =
p 1Y
v= p;v 6=j
(x  v)
(j   v) ; j =  p; (p  1);    ; (p  1); (5.3)
Lagrange fundamental polynomials of degree 2p   2, corresponding to nodes
fjgp 1j= (p 1), by
L2p 2j (x) =
p 1Y
v= (p 1);v 6=j
(x  v)
(j   v) ; j =  (p  1); (p  2);    ; (p  1); (5.4)
and Lagrange fundamental polynomials of degree 2p   3, corresponding to n-
odes fjgp 1j= (p 2), by
L2p 3j (x) =
p 1Y
v= (p 2);v 6=j
(x  v)
(j   v) ; j =  (p  2); (p  3);    ; (p  1): (5.5)
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By using algebraic operations, we get following expressions:
p 1Y
v= (p 1); j 6=v
(j   v) = ( 1)p j 1(p+ j   1)!(p  j   1)!; (5.6)
where j =  (p  1); : : : ; (p  1),
p 1Y
v= (p 2); j 6=v
(j   v) = ( 1)p j 1(p+ j   2)!(p  j   1)!; (5.7)
where j =  (p  2); : : : ; (p  1),
p 1Y
v= p; j 6=v
(j   v) = ( 1)p j 1(p+ j)!(p  j   1)!; (5.8)
where j =  p; : : : ; (p  1),
L2p 2j
  q
2t  1

=
( 1)p+j 1
pQ
v= (p 2)
(q   (2t  1) + (2t  1)v)
(2t  1)2p 2(q + (2t  1)j)(p+ j   1)!(p  j   1)! (5.9)
where j =  (p  1); : : : ; (p  1), q = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; t  1 and t  2 (any integer),
q;j = L
2p 3
j
  q
2t  1

=
( 1)p+j 2
pQ
v= (p 3)
(q   (2t  1) + (2t  1)v)
(2t  1)2p 3(q + (2t  1)j)(p+ j   2)!(p  j   1)! ;(5.10)
where j =  (p  2); : : : ; p  1, q = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; t  1 and t  2 (any integer),
L2p 1j
 q
2t

=
( 1)p+j
pQ
v= (p 1)
(q   2t+ 2tv)
(2t)2p 2(q + 2tj)(p+ j)!(p  j   1)! ; (5.11)
where j =  p; : : : ; p  1, q = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2t  1, t = n
2
and n  3 (any integer),
q;j = L
2p 2
j
 q
2t

=
( 1)p+j 1
pQ
v= (p 2)
(q   2t+ 2tv)
(2t)2p 2(q + 2tj)(p+ j   1)!(p  j   1)! ; (5.12)
where j =  (p 1); : : : ; p 1, q = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2t 1, t = n
2
and n  3 (any integer),
j =
L2p 2j
   q
2t 1
  L2p 3j    q2t 1
L2p 2 (p 1)
   q
2t 1
 = ( 1)p+j 1(2p  2)!
(p+ j   1)!(p  j   1)! ; (5.13)
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where j =  (p  2); : : : ; (p  1) and
j =
L2p 1j
  q
2t
  L2p 2j   q2t 
L2p 1 p
  q
2t
 = ( 1)p+j(2p  1)!
(p+ j)!(p  j   1)! ; (5.14)
where j =  (p  1); : : : ; (p  1):
Remark 5.1.1. Justification for the evaluation of Lagrange polynomial at partic-
ular values of x: In the setting of primal parametrization, each n-ary refinement
of coarse polygon of scheme (5.1) replaces the old data fki by new data f
k+1
ni
and fki+1 by f
k+1
ni+1. The sequence of control points ffki g is related, in a natural
way, with the diadic mesh points dki =
i
nk
; i 2 Z. In other words, n-ary re-
finement (5.1) defines a scheme whereby fk+1ni replaces f
k
i at the diadic mesh
point dk+1ni = d
k
i and f
k+1
n(i+1) replaces f
k
i+1 at the diadic mesh point d
k+1
n(i+1) = d
k
i+1,
while fk+1ni+ is inserted at the new mesh point d
k+1
ni+ =
1
n
((n   )dki + dki+1) for
 = 1; 2; : : : ; n  1:
Therefore, we can select the value of x at   q
2t 1 (q = 1; 2; : : : ; t   1 and t =
1
2
(n + 1)) and   q
2t
(q = 1; 2; : : : ; 2t   1 and t = n
2
) to establish the identities
(5.9)-(5.14). In this paper, x =   q
2t 1 and x =   q2t have been selected. One can
also select x = q
2t 1 and x =
q
2t
to proof the above identities. The results of the
above lemmas at x = q
2t 1 and x =
q
2t
are same but the final mask of the scheme
is obtained in reverse order. Negative values of x give a proper order of the
mask, due to this reason negative values have been selected to prove the above
identities.
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5.2 (2p 1)-point n-ary interpolating scheme and com-
parison with existing schemes
In this section, we present (2p 1)-point n-ary interpolating subdivision scheme
for any integer p  2 and any odd integer n  3. We will see that most of
the existing odd-point interpolating schemes are special cases of our proposed
scheme.
5.2.1 Odd-point odd-ary scheme
If an odd integer n  3 stands for arity, p  2 (any integer), t = 1
2
(n + 1) and
q = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; t 1, then the mask of following (2p 1)-point n-ary interpolating
scheme 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
fk+1ni q =
p 1P
j= (p 1)
aq;jf
k
i+j;
fk+1ni = f
k
i ;
fk+1ni+q =
p 1P
j= (p 1)
aq; jfki+j;
(5.15)
can be generated by8<: aq; (p 1) = !q;aq;j = q;j + j!q; j =  (p  2); : : : ; (p  1); (5.16)
where !q is a free parameter, q;j and j are defined by (5.10) and (5.13) respec-
tively.
Remark 5.2.1. From the property of Lagrange fundamental polynomials and the
construction of scheme, it is clear that the sum of mask coefficients of proposed
(2p 1)-point n-ary interpolating scheme is one. It can also be proved by induc-
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tion on p i.e. by substituting p = 2 in (5.16), we get
aq; 1 = !q;
aq;0 =
q(q + 2t  1)
q(2t  1)   2!q;
aq;1 =   q(q + 2t  1)
(q + 2t  1)(2t  1) + !q:
This implies
2 1P
j= (2 1)
aq;j = 1: For p = 3, we have
aq; 2 = !q;
aq; 1 =
(q   2t+ 1)q(q + 2t  1)(q + 4t  2)
6(q   2t+ 1)(2t  1)3   4!q;
aq;0 =  (q   2t+ 1)q(q + 2t  1)(q + 4t  2)
2q(2t  1)3 + 6!q;
aq;1 =
(q   2t+ 1)q(q + 2t  1)(q + 4t  2)
2(q + 2t  1)(2t  1)3   4!q;
aq;2 =  (q   2t+ 1)q(q + 2t  1)(q + 4t  2)
6(q + 4t  2)(2t  1)3 + !q:
Again implies
3 1P
j= (3 1)
aq;j = 1: Similarly for other values of p,
p 1P
j= (p 1)
aq;j = 1:
5.2.2 Comparison with existing interpolating schemes
Here we see that existing odd-point interpolating schemes are special cases of
our schemes generated by (5.15) and (5.16).
 By letting n = 3 and a1; (p 1) = u, we get (2n  1)-point ternary interpolat-
ing scheme of Aslam et al. [3].
 For n = 3, p = 2, !1 = b and a = !1   13 , we get Hassan and Dodgson’s
3-point ternary interpolating scheme [36].
 If {n = a, p = 2 } and { n = a, p = 3}, we get 3-point and 5-point a-ary
interpolating scheme of Lian [44] respectively.
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 Let n = a and p = m+1, we get (2m+1)-point a-ary interpolating scheme
of Lian [45].
 By letting {n = 3, p = 2, !1 = v2, v1 =  13 + !1 }, { n = 3, p = 3, !1 = v2,
v1 =
4
81
+ !1}, {n = 5, p = 2, !1 = 325 , !2 =
7
25
} and { n = 7, p = 2,
!1 =
4
49
, !2 = 949 , !3 =
15
49
}, we get 3-point ternary, 5-point ternary, 3-point
quinary and 3-point septenary interpolating scheme of Mustafa et al. [56]
respectively. Similarly we can easily derive the mask of other odd-point
n-ary interpolating schemes of [56].
 For n = 3 and !1 = u; we get (2n   1)-point ternary interpolating scheme
of Zheng et al. [74].
5.2.3 Some new odd-point odd-ary schemes
Here we present some new 3-point ternary, quinary and septenary interpolating
schemes generated by (5.15) and (5.16).
 By setting n = 3 and p = 2, we get following 3-point ternary scheme8>>><>>>:
fk+13i 1 = !1f
k
i 1 +
 
4
3
  2!1

fki +
  1
3
+ !1

fki+1;
fk+13i = f
k
i ;
fk+13i+1 =
  1
3
+ !1

fki 1 +
 
4
3
  2!1

fki + !1f
k
i+1:
(5.17)
 By taking n = 5 and p = 2, we get following 3-point quinary scheme8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
fk+15i 2 = !2f
k
i 1 +
 
7
5
  2!2

fki +
  2
5
+ !2

fki+1;
fk+15i 1 = !1f
k
i 1 +
 
6
5
  2!1

fki +
  1
5
+ !1

fki+1;
fk+15i = f
k
i ;
fk+15i+1 =
  1
5
+ !1

fki 1 +
 
6
5
  2!1

fki + !1f
k
i+1;
fk+15i+2 =
  2
5
+ !2

fki 1 +
 
7
5
  2!2

fki + !2f
k
i+1:
(5.18)
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 By putting n = 7 and p = 2, we get 3-point septenary scheme8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
fk+17i 3 = !3f
k
i 1 +
 
10
7
  2!3

fki +
  3
7
+ !3

fki+1;
fk+17i 2 = !2f
k
i 1 +
 
9
7
  2!2

fki +
  2
7
+ !2

fki+1;
fk+17i 1 = !1f
k
i 1 +
 
8
7
  2!1

fki +
  1
7
+ !1

fki+1;
fk+17i = f
k
i ;
fk+17i+1 =
  1
7
+ !1

fki 1 +
 
8
7
  2!1

fki + !1f
k
i+1;
fk+17i+2 =
  2
7
+ !2

fki 1 +
 
9
7
  2!2

fki + !2f
k
i+1;
fk+17i+3 =
  3
7
+ !3

fki 1 +
 
10
7
  2!3

fki + !3f
k
i+1:
(5.19)
5.2.4 Tensor product odd-point odd-ary schemes
If an odd integer n  3 stands for arity, p  2 (any integer), t = 1
2
(n + 1),
 = t + q   1,  (pn   t)  ;   (pn   t) and q = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; t   1, then tensor
product (2p  1)-point n-ary interpolating scheme can be written as(
fk+1ni+;nj+ =
p 1P
l= (p 1)
p 1P
m= (p 1)
anl+anm+f
k
i+l;j+m; (5.20)
where8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
a0 = 1;
anj = 0; j =  (p  1); : : : ; (p  1); j 6= 0;
a pn = !q;
a+n(j 1) = n q;j + j!q; j =  (p  2); : : : ; (p  1);
aj = a j; j =  (pn  t); : : : ; (pn  t):
(5.21)
Also !q is a free parameter, n q;j is defined by (5.10) and j is defined by (5.13).
5.3 2p-point n-ary interpolating scheme and compar-
ison with existing schemes
In this section, we present 2p-point n-ary interpolating subdivision scheme for
any integers p  2 and n  4. We will see that most of the existing even-point
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interpolating schemes are special cases of our proposed scheme.
5.3.1 Even-point even-ary scheme
If an even integer n  4 stands for arity, p  2 (any integer) and t = n
2
, then the
mask of following 2p-point n-ary interpolating scheme8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
fk+1ni = f
k
i ;
fk+1ni+s =
pP
j= (p 1)
an s; (1 j)fki+j; s = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; t  1;
fk+1ni+t =
p 1P
j=0
bj(f
k
i j + f
k
i+j+1);
fk+1ni+u =
pP
j= (p 1)
au; jfki+j; u = t+ 1; t+ 2; : : : ; 2t  1;
(5.22)
can be generated by8>>><>>>:
an s; p = !s;
an s;j = n s;j + j!s; s = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; t  1;
j =  (p  1); : : : ; (p  1);
(5.23)
8>>><>>>:
au; p = !n u;
au;j = u;j + j!n u; u = t+ 1; t+ 2; : : : ; 2t  1;
j =  (p  1); : : : ; (p  1);
(5.24)
8<: bp 1 = ;bj = t;j + j; j = 0; : : : ; p  2; (5.25)
where !s, !n u and  are free parameters, n s;j , u;j and t;j are defined by (5.12)
and j is defined by (5.14).
Remark 5.3.1. The sum of mask coefficients defined in (5.23) is one. For example
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by substituting p = 2 in (5.23), we have
an s; 2 = !s;
an s; 1 =
(n  s  2t)(n  s)(n  s+ 2t)
8t2(n  s  2t)   3!s;
an s;0 =  (n  s  2t)(n  s)(n  s+ 2t)
4t2(n  s) + 3!q;
an s;1 =
(n  s  2t)(n  s)(n  s+ 2t)
8t2(n  s+ 2t)   !s:
This implies that
2 1P
j= 2
an s;j = 1: By substituting p = 3 in (5.23), we get
an s; 3 = !s;
an s; 2 =
(n  s  4t)(n  s  2t)(n  s)(n  s+ 2t)(n  s+ 4t)
384t4(n  s  4t)   5!s;
an s; 1 =  (n  s  4t)(n  s  2t)(n  s)(n  s+ 2t)(n  s+ 4t)
96t4(n  s  2t) + 10!s;
an s;0 =
(n  s  4t)(n  s  2t)(n  s)(n  s+ 2t)(n  s+ 4t)
64t4(n  s)   10!s;
an s;1 =  (n  s  4t)(n  s  2t)(n  s)(n  s+ 2t)(n  s+ 4t)
96t4(n  s+ 2t) + 5!s;
an s;2 =
(n  s  4t)(n  s  2t)(n  s)(n  s+ 2t)(n  s+ 4t)
384t4(n  s+ 4t)   !s:
Again implies
3 1P
j= 3
an s;j = 1: Similarly for other values of p,
p 1P
j= p
an s;j = 1:
In the same way, we can easily show that the sum of mask coefficients defined
in (5.24) and (5.25) is also one, i.e.
p 1P
j= p
au;j = 1 and
p 1P
j=0
bj = 1.
5.3.2 Some new even-point even-ary schemes
Here we present some new even-point even-arity interpolating schemes gener-
ated by (5.22)-(5.25).
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 By setting n = 4 and p = 2, we get following 4-point quaternary scheme8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
fk+14i = f
k
i ;
fk+14i+1 = !1f
k
i 1 +
 
21
32
  3!1

fki +
 
7
16
+ 3!1

fki+1 +
   3
32
  !1

fki+2;
fk+14i+2 = (f
k
i 1 + f
k
i+2) +
 
3
4
+ 3

(fki + f
k
i+1);
fk+14i+3 =
   3
32
  !1

fki 1 +
 
7
16
+ 3!1

fki +
 
21
32
  3!1

fki+1 + !1f
k
i+2:
(5.26)
 By setting n = 4 and p = 3, we get following 6-point quaternary scheme8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
fk+14i = f
k
i ;
fk+14i+1 = !1f
k
i 2 +
   77
2048
  5!1

fki 1 +
 
385
512
+ 10!1

fki +
 
385
1024
  10!1

fki+1
+
   55
512
+ 5!1

fki+2 +
 
35
2048
  !1

fki+3;
fk+14i+2 = (f
k
i 2 + f
k
i+3) +
   5
32
+ 5

(fki 1 + f
k
i+2) +
 
45
64
  10 (fki + fki+1);
fk+14i+3 =
 
35
2048
  !1

fki 2 +
   55
512
+ 5!1

fki 1 +
 
385
1024
  10!1

fki
+
 
385
512
+ 10!1

fki+1 +
   77
2048
  5!1

fki+2 + !1f
k
i+3:
(5.27)
 By setting n = 6 and p = 2, we get following 4-point senary scheme8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
fk+16i = f
k
i ;
fk+16i+1 = !1f
k
i 1 +
 
55
72
  3!1

fki +
 
11
36
+ 3!1

fki+1 +
   5
72
  !1

fki+2;
fk+16i+2 = !2f
k
i 1 +
 
5
9
  3!2

fki +
 
5
9
+ 3!2

fki+1 +
  1
9
  !2

fki+2;
fk+16i+3 = (f
k
i 1 + f
k
i+2) +
 
3
4
+ 3

(fki + f
k
i+1);
fk+16i+4 =
  1
9
  !2

fki 1 +
 
5
9
+ 3!2

fki +
 
5
9
  3!2

fki+1 + !2f
k
i+2;
fk+16i+5 =
   5
72
  !1

fki 1 +
 
11
36
+ 3!1

fki +
 
55
72
  3!1

fki+1 + !1f
k
i+2:
(5.28)
5.3.3 Comparison with existing interpolating schemes
Here we see that existing even-point interpolating schemes are special cases of
our schemes generated by (5.22)-(5.25).
 By putting {!1 =   7128 ,  =   116 } in (5.26), {!1 = 778192 ,  = 3256 } in (5.27)
and {!1 =   551296 , !2 =   581 ,  =   116 } in (5.28), we get 4-point quaternary,
6-point quaternary and 4-point senary interpolating scheme of Lian [43]
respectively.
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 If {n = a, p = 2} and {n = a, p = 3 }, then from (5.22)-(5.25), we get 4-point
and 6-point a-ary interpolating scheme of Lian [43] respectively.
 Let n = a and p = m, then from (5.22)-(5.25) we get 2m-point a-ary inter-
polating scheme of Lian [45].
5.3.4 Tensor product even-point even-ary schemes
If an even integer n  4 stands for arity, p  2 (any integer), t = n
2
and 0 
;   n   1, then tensor product (2p)-point n-ary interpolating scheme can be
written as 
fk+1ni+;nj+ =
pP
l= (p 1)
pP
m= (p 1)
anl+anm+f
k
i+l;j+m; (5.29)
where 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
a0 = 1;
anj = 0; j =  (p  1); : : : ; p; j 6= 0;
an(1 p)+s = !s;
an(1+j)+s = n s;j + j!s; s = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; t  1;
j =  (p  1); : : : ; (p  1);
(5.30)
8>>><>>>:
apn+u = !n u;
an(1 j)+u = u;j + j 1!n u; u = t+ 1; t+ 2; : : : ; 2t  1;
j =  (p  2); : : : ; p;
(5.31)
8>>><>>>:
anp+t = ;
an(1+j)+t = t;j + j 1; j = 0; : : : ; p  2;
an(1+j)+t = a nj+t; j = 0; : : : ; p  1:
(5.32)
Also !s, !n u and  are free parameters, n s;j , u;j and t;j are defined by (5.12).
j and j 1 are defined by (5.14).
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5.3.5 Even-point odd-ary scheme
If an odd integer n  3 stands for arity, p  2 (any integer) and t = n
2
, then the
mask of following 2p-point n-ary interpolating scheme8>>>>><>>>>>:
fk+1ni = f
k
i ;
fk+1ni+g =
pP
j= (p 1)
an g; (1 j)fki+j; g = 1; 2; 3; : : : t  12 ;
fk+1ni+h =
pP
j= (p 1)
ah; jfki+j; h = t+
1
2
; t+ 3
2
; : : : 2t  1;
(5.33)
can be generated by8>>><>>>:
an g; p = !g;
an g;j = n g;j + j!g; j =  (p  1); : : : ; (p  1);
g = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; t  1
2
;
(5.34)
8>>><>>>:
ah; p = !n h;
ah;j = h;j + j!n h; j =  (p  1); : : : ; (p  1)
h = t+ 1
2
; t+ 3
2
; : : : ; 2t  1;
(5.35)
where !g and !n h are free parameters, n g;j and h;j are defined by (5.12) and
j is defined by (5.14).
5.3.6 Some new even-point odd-ary schemes
Herewe present some new even-point odd-ary interpolating schemes generated
by (5.33)-(5.35).
 By setting n = 3 and p = 2, we get following 4-point ternary scheme8>>><>>>:
fk+13i = f
k
i ;
fk+13i+1 = !1f
k
i 1 +
 
5
9
  3!1

fki +
 
5
9
+ 3!1

fki+1 +
  1
9
  !1

fki+2;
fk+13i+2 =
  1
9
  !1

fki 1 +
 
5
9
+ 3!1

fki +
 
5
9
  3!1

fki+1 + !1f
k
i+2:
(5.36)
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 By taking n = 3 and p = 3, we get following 6-point ternary scheme8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
fk+13i = f
k
i ;
fk+13i+1 = !1f
k
i 2 +
   10
243
  5!1

fki 1 +
 
160
243
+ 10!1

fki
+
 
40
81
  10!1

fki+1 +
   32
243
+ 5!1

fki+2 +
 
5
243
  !1

fki+3;
fk+13i+2 =
 
5
243
  !1

fki 2 +
   32
243
+ 5!1

fki 1 +
 
40
81
  10!1

fki
+
 
160
243
+ 10!1

fki+1 +
   10
243
  5!1

fki+2 + !1f
k
i+3;
(5.37)
 By putting n = 5 and p = 2, we get 4-point quinary scheme8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
fk+15i = f
k
i ;
fk+15i+1 = !1f
k
i 1 +
 
18
25
  3!1

fki +
 
9
25
+ 3!1

fki+1 +
   2
25
  !1

fki+2;
fk+15i+2 = !2f
k
i 1 +
 
12
25
  3!2

fki +
 
16
25
+ 3!2

fki+1 +
   3
25
  !2

fki+2;
fk+15i+3 =
   3
25
  !2

fki 1 +
 
16
25
+ 3!2

fki +
 
12
25
  3!2

fki+1 + !2f
k
i+2;
fk+15i+4 =
   2
25
  !1

fki 1 +
 
9
25
+ 3!1

fki +
 
18
25
  3!1

fki+1 + !1f
k
i+2:
(5.38)
5.3.7 Comparison with existing interpolating schemes
Here we see that existing even-point odd-ary interpolating schemes are special
cases of our schemes generated by (5.29)-(5.31).
 For { !1 =   581 in (5.36) }, { !1 =   118   16 in (5.36)}, { !1 = 8729 in (5.37)},
{ !1 = 5243   ! in (5.37)} and {!1 =   6125 , !2 =   8125 in (5.38) }, we get
4-point ternary [20] and [43], 4-point ternary [37], 6-point ternary [20] and
[43], 6-point ternary [62] and 4-point quinary [45] interpolating schemes
respectively.
 If {n = a, p = 2} and {n = a and p = 3 }, then by (5.33)-(5.35), we get 4-point
and 6-point a-ary interpolating scheme [43] respectively.
 Let n = a and p = m, then by (5.33)-(5.35), we get 2m-point a-ary interpo-
lating scheme [45].
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5.3.8 Tensor product even-point odd-ary scheme
If an odd integer n  3 stands for arity, p  2 (any integer), t = n
2
and 0  ;  
n  1, then tensor product (2p)-point n-ary interpolating scheme can be written
as 
fk+1ni+;nj+ =
pP
l= (p 1)
pP
m= (p 1)
anl+anm+f
k
i+l;j+m; (5.39)
where 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
a0 = 1;
anj = 0; j =  (p  1); : : : ; p; j 6= 0;
an(1 p)+g = !g;
an(1+j)+g = n g;j + j!g; g = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; t  12 ;
j =  (p  1); : : : ; (p  1);
(5.40)
8>>><>>>:
apn+h = !n h;
an(1 j)+h = h;j + j 1!n h; h = t+ 1; t+ 2; : : : ; 2t  1;
j =  (p  2); : : : ; p;
(5.41)
Also !g and !n h are free parameters, n g;j and h;j are defined by (5.12). j
and j 1 are defined by (5.14).
5.4 Continuity analysis, applications and error anal-
ysis of the schemes
5.4.1 Continuity analysis
Here we present a brief continuity analysis of one of the proposed scheme.
Theorem 5.4.1. The 3-point ternary scheme defined by (5.17) is C1 continuous for
2
9
< !1 <
1
3
.
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Proof. The symbol a(z) of the scheme (5.17) can be written as
a(z) =

 1
3
+ !1

z 4 + !1z 2 +

4
3
  2!1

z 1 + 1 +

4
3
  2!1

z
+!1z
2 +

 1
3
+ !1

z4:
This implies
a(z) =

1 + z + z2
3z2
2
b(z);
where
b(z) = ( 3 + 9!1) + (6  18!1) z + ( 3 + 18!1) z2 + (6  18!1) z3
+( 3 + 9!1) z4:
Let Sb be the scheme corresponding to the symbol b(z). Since13Sb

1
=

1
3

max
(X
j2Z
jb3jj;
X
j2Z
jb3j+1j;
X
j2Z
jb3j+2j
)
;
then for 2
9
< !1 <
1
3
, we have13Sb
 = 13

maxfj   3 + 9!1j+ j6  18!1j; j   3 + 18!1jg < 1:
Therefore by ([26], Corollary 4.11), the scheme Sa is C1.
Similarlywe can easilymake continuity analysis of rest of the proposed schemes
by using Laurent polynomial formalism. Tables 5.1-5.3 show the parametric
ranges of continuities of (2p 1)-point and (2p)-point n-ary interpolating schemes
for p = 2; 3; 4 and 5. From these tables, we observe that continuity, in general,
do not increase by increasing the complexity and arity of the schemes.
In Figure 5.1(a), the effect of parameters of 3-point ternary interpolating scheme
on limit curve is shown. This figure is exposed to show the role of parameter
when 3-point ternary interpolating scheme is applied on discrete data points.
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From this figure, we see that the behavior of the limiting curve acts as tight-
ness/looseness when the value of parameter vary. There is very slight difference
between error bounds of 4-point quaternary interpolating scheme at different
values of parameter. So small effect of parameter on limiting curve generated
by 4-point quaternary interpolating scheme is observed i.e the limiting curve
overlap for different values of parameter as shown in Figure 5.1(b).
5.4.2 Applications
Here we give comparison among different schemes (with respect to arity and
complexity) with the same set of initial control polygons to show their visual
performances. We consider both close and open polygons cases to give compar-
ison of visual behaviour of proposed schemes. In Figure 5.2, initial close poly-
gons are taken and represented by dashed lines while the solid curves are ob-
tained by proposed schemes at first subdivision level. In Figure 5.3, initial open
polygons are taken and represented by dashed lines while the solid curves are
obtained by proposed schemes at first subdivision level. From theses figures, we
conclude that the higher arity schemes need less subdivision levels / iterations
to produce smoother curves and converge to limit curve faster as compared to
the lower arity schemes. The main purpose to give comparison at first level is
to provide the clear visual differences among the refined polygons produced
by different schemes. Figures 5.6-5.8 show the visual performance of 3-point
tensor product ternary interpolating scheme with parametric value !1 = 29 . In
these figures 5.6(a)-5.8(a), show the initial polygons whereas 5.6(b)-5.8(b) are ob-
tained at first iteration level, 5.6(c)-5.8(c) are obtained at second iteration level
and 5.6(d)-5.8(d) show the smooth shading results produced by 3-point tensor
product ternary interpolating scheme.
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Effectof parameter on limit curve
of 3-point ternary scheme
Effect of parameter on limit curve
of 4-point quaternary scheme
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: (a) Presents comparison among limiting curves generated by 3-point
ternary scheme (5.17) and initial polygon, (b) presents comparison among limiting
curves generated by 4-point quaternary scheme (5.26) and initial polygon.
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(a) 3-point ternary (5.17) (b) 4-point ternary (5.36)
(c) 3-point quinary (5.18) (d) 4-point quaternary (5.26)
(e) 3-point septenary (5.19) (f) 4-point quinary (5.38)
Figure 5.2: Comparison among different subdivision schemes with same set of ini-
tial close control polygons: Dashed lines represent initial close control polygons while
solid curves are generated by 3-point ternary (5.17), 3-point quinary (5.18), 3-point
septenary (5.19), 4-point ternary (5.36), 4-point quaternary (5.26) and 4-point quinary
(5.38) subdivision schemes at first subdivision level.
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(a) 4-point ternary (5.36) (b) 4-point quaternary (5.26) (c) 4-point quinary (5.38)
Figure 5.3: Comparison among different subdivision schemes with same set of initial
open control polygons: Dashed lines represent initial open control polygons while solid
curves are generated by 4-point ternary (5.36), 4-point quaternary (5.26) and 4-point
quinary (5.38) subdivision schemes at first subdivision level.
Effectof different values of parameter on
error bounds of 3-point ternary scheme
Effect of different values of parameter
on error bounds of 4-point quaternary
scheme for ã = -1/16
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Significant effects of parameters on error bounds. K represents level of
scheme and E represents the error bound.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.5: (a) Presents comparison among error bounds of odd-point ternary inter-
polating scheme, i.e., for T = 3,5,7,9, (b) presents comparison among error bounds of
even-point ternary interpolating scheme, i.e., for T = 4,6,8,10, (c) presents compari-
son among error bounds of even-point quaternary interpolating scheme, i.e., for T =
4,6,8,10. Here K represents subdivision level, E represents error bound and T repre-
sents complexity of subdivision scheme.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6: (a) is initial polygon while (b) is obtained at first subdivision level, (c) is
obtained at second subdivision level and (d) is final shaded smooth results of 3-point
tensor product ternary scheme.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.7: (a) is initial polygon while (b) is obtained at first subdivision level, (c) is
obtained at second subdivision level and (d) is final shaded smooth results of 3-point
tensor product ternary scheme.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.8: (a) is initial polygon while (b) is obtained at first subdivision level, (c) is
obtained at second subdivision level and (d) is final shaded smooth results of 3-point
tensor product ternary scheme.
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5.4.3 Error bounds analysis
We have computed error bounds between limit curve and their control poly-
gon after k-fold subdivision of (2p   1)-point and (2p)-point n-ary interpolat-
ing schemes for different values of n and p by using (1.8), with  = 0:1. The
effect of parameters on error bounds between k-th level control polygon (i.e.
k = 1; 2; : : : ; 7) and limit curves are shown graphically in Figure 5.4. It is clear
from Figure 5.4 that as we increase value of parameter from left to right in the
specified range (given in Tables 5.1-5.3) of parametric continuity of the scheme
the error bounds decrease. Similar results can be obtained for (2p 1)-point and
2p-point interpolating scheme for p  3. In Figure 5.5 graphical representation
of error bounds of odd-point ternary, even-point ternary and even-point quater-
nary schemes is shown. We take mid-points of the parametric intervals given
in Tables 5.1-5.3 for the continuity of schemes and then calculate error bound-
s at different subdivision levels. From Figure 5.5 and in general, we have the
following conclusions: Error bounds decrease with the increase of subdivision
levels. Error bounds are directly proportional to the complexity of the schemes
and decrease with the increase of arity of the schemes.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we offered (2p)-point and (2p   1)-point n-ary interpolating
scheme for any integers p  2 and n  3. Moreover, 3-point and 4-point ternary
interpolating scheme of Hassan et al. [36, 37], Lian’s 3-point, 5-point, 4-point,
6-point, (2m)-point and (2m + 1)-point a-ary interpolating schemes [43, 44, 45],
(2n  1)-point ternary interpolating schemes of Zheng et al. [74], (2n  1)-point
ternary interpolating scheme of Aslam et al. [3] and odd points n-ary interpolat-
ing scheme of Mustafa et al. [56] are also special cases of our family of scheme.
We also have presented tensor product version of the proposed generalized and
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unified family of interpolating schemes. Furthermore, we have concluded that
error bounds between limit curve and control polygon of subdivision scheme at
k-th level decrease with the increase of arity of the scheme. We also observed
that error bound is directly proportional to the complexity of the schemes. In
general, we determine that continuity of interpolating schemes do not increase
by increasing the complexity and arity of the schemes.
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Table 5.1: The ranges of parameter for continuity of (2p  1)-point ternary scheme for
p = 2; 3; 4 and 5.
Scheme Parametric range Continuity
3-point ternary 2
9
< !1 <
1
3
C1
5-point ternary   5
108
< !1 <   7162 C2
7-point ternary 49
5832
< !1 <
43
4617
C2
9-point ternary   116
57591
< !1 <   1251164 C2
Table 5.2: The ranges of parametric continuity of (2p)-point ternary scheme for p =
2; 3; 4 and 5.
Scheme Parametric range Continuity
4-point ternary   2
27
< !1 <   115 C2
6-point ternary 14
1215
< !1 <
13
972
C2
8-point ternary   287
104976
< !1 <   14965610 C2
10-point ternary 1121
2361960
< !1 <
2231
3779136
C2
Table 5.3: The ranges of parameter for continuity of (2p)-point quaternary scheme for
p = 2; 3; 4 and 5.
Scheme Parametric range Continuity
4-point quaternary   5
64
< !1 <   116 ,  =   116 C2
6-point quaternary 43
4096
< !1 <
59
4096
,  = 3
256
C2
8-point quaternary   395
131072
< !1 <   267131072 ,  =   52048 C2
10-point quaternary 7059
16777216
< !1 <
11155
16777216
,  = 35
65536
C2
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Chapter 6
A Generalized Non-stationary
4-point n-ary Approximating Scheme
In this chapter, a generalized non-stationary 4-point n-ary approximating sub-
division scheme is presented for even integer n  2. Lagrange trigonometric
polynomial plays a key role in computation of mask of the generalized scheme.
The proposed schemes can be considered as non-stationary counterpart of ex-
isting stationary approximating schemes. Asymptotic equivalence technique is
used for convergence analysis of the proposed schemes. Efficiency of proposed
schemes is illustrated with the help of some examples.
6.1 Generalized 4-point n-ary scheme
A general form of univariate n-ary non-stationary subdivision scheme S which
maps a polygon fk = ffki gi2Z is defined by
fk+1ni+ =
X
j2Z
aknj+f
k
i+j;  = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1: (6.1)
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The set ak = faki : i 2 Zg is called the kth level mask of the scheme. If the mask
is dependent on the subdivision level then the subdivision scheme is termed as
non-stationary otherwise it is stationary.
Theorem 6.1.1. Two subdivision schemes fSakg and fSbkg are asymptotically equiva-
lent if
1X
k=0
kSak   Sbkk <1;
where
kSakk1 = max
(X
j2Z
jaknjj;
X
j2Z
jaknj+1j; : : : ;
X
j2Z
jaknj+(n 1)j
)
:
The idea behind asymptotic equivalence was presented by Dyn and Levin
[25]. The proof of following theorem follows exactly similar to the proof of the
theorem given in (Theorem 8, [25]).
Theorem 6.1.2. Let fSakg and fSag be two n-ary subdivision schemes having finite
masks of the same support. Suppose fSakg is non-stationary and fSag is stationary
scheme. If fSag is Cm and
P1
k=0 n
mkkSak   Sak1 < 1, then the non-stationary
scheme fSakg is Cm.
Now we present 4-point approximating non-stationary subdivision scheme
of even-arity. These schemes are constructed by interpolation with the space
 = spanf1; sin(x); cos(x)g; for some , 0 <  < 
2
:
Let us assume that we have a data set S = f(xj; p(xj)) : j = 0; 1; 2; 3g: Con-
sider the function
L(x) =
3X
j=0
p(xj) cos 

x  xj
2

Lj(x);
where
Lj(x) =
3Y
l=0;l 6=j
sin((x xl)
2
)
sin(
(xj xl)
2
)
:
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It is known [47] that L(x) is not the unique function in  which interpolates S.
We label the function L(x), a Lagrange like interpolant of the above data.
We denote the function Lj(x); j = 0; 1; 2; 3 by LNj (x) correspond to the data
N = fxj = j   1 : j = 0; 1; 2; 3g: Then
LNj (x) =
3Y
l=0;l 6=j
sin((x xl)
2
)
sin(
(xj xl)
2
)
; x =
q
2n
; (6.2)
where q = 1; 3; 5; : : : ; n  1 (any odd integer) for n  2 (any even integer).
A general 4-point n-ary approximating non-stationary subdivision scheme
associated with the interpolation with the space  is given as follows:
Given the initial control points f 0i 2 R and for  such that 0 <  < 2 , the
control points fk+1i at level k+1 are given by the following recursive algorithm:8<: fk+1ni+v =  kv+1;0fki 1 + kv+1;1fki + kv+1;2fki+1   kv+1;3fki+2;fk+1ni+w =  kn w;3fki 1 + kn w;2fki + kn w;1fki+1   kn w;0fki+2; (6.3)
where v = 0; 1; : : : ; t   1, w = t; t + 1; : : : ; n   1, t = n
2
, p = 2n   q, y = 2n + q,
z = 2n+ p, q = 1; 3; : : : ; n  1 (any odd integer) for n  2 (any even integer) and
kq;0 =
cos( y
4:nk+1
) sin( q
4:nk+1
) sin( p
4:nk+1
) sin( z
4:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
) sin( 3
2:nk
)
;
kq;1 =
cos( q
4:nk+1
) sin( p
4:nk+1
) sin( y
4:nk+1
) sin( z
4:nk+1
)
sin2( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
;
kq;2 =
cos( p
4:nk+1
) sin( q
4:nk+1
) sin( y
4:nk+1
) sin( z
4:nk+1
)
sin2( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
;
kq;3 =
cos( z
4:nk+1
) sin( q
4:nk+1
) sin( p
4:nk+1
) sin( y
4:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
) sin( 3
2:nk
)
:
6.1.1 Some examples of 4-point n-ary scheme
Here we derive 4-point binary and 4-point quaternary schemes from general
4-point n-ary scheme (6.3). Similarly, we can easily derive other higher arity
4-point schemes.
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4-point binary scheme
By substituting n = 2 in (6.3), we get following 4-point binary approximating
non-stationary scheme8<: fk+12i =  k1;0fki 1 + k1;1fki + k1;2fki+1   k1;3fki+2;fk+12i+1 =  k1;3fki 1 + k1;2fki + k1;1fki+1   k1;0fki+2; (6.4)
where
k1;0 =
cos ( 5
4:2k+1
) sin( 
4:2k+1
) sin( 3
4:2k+1
) sin( 7
4:2k+1
)
sin( 
2:2k
) sin( 2
2:2k
) sin( 3
2:2k
)
;
k1;1 =
cos ( 
4:2k+1
) sin( 5
4:2k+1
) sin( 3
4:2k+1
) sin( 7
4:2k+1
)
sin2( 
2:2k
) sin( 2
2:2k
)
;
k1;2 =
cos ( 3
4:2k+1
) sin( 
4:2k+1
) sin( 5
4:2k+1
) sin( 7
4:2k+1
)
sin2( 
2:2k
) sin( 2
2:2k
)
;
k1;3 =
cos ( 7
4:2k+1
) sin( 5
4:2k+1
) sin( 3
4:2k+1
) sin( 
4:2k+1
)
sin( 
2:2k
) sin( 2
2:2k
) sin( 3
2:2k
)
:
4-point quaternary scheme
By substituting n = 4 in (6.3), we get following 4-point quaternary approximat-
ing non-stationary scheme8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
fk+14i =  k1;0fki 1 + k1;1fki + k1;2fki+1   k1;3fki+2;
fk+14i+1 =  k2;0fki 1 + k2;1fki + k2;2fki+1   k2;3fki+2;
fk+14i+2 =  k2;3fki 1 + k2;2fki + k2;1fki+1   k2;0fki+2;
fk+14i+3 =  k1;3fki 1 + k1;2fki + k1;1fki+1   k1;0fki+2;
(6.5)
where
k1;0 =
cos( 9
4:4k+1
) sin( 
4:4k+1
) sin( 7
4:4k+1
) sin( 15
4:4k+1
)
sin( 
2:4k
) sin( 2
2:4k
) sin( 3
2:4k
)
;
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k1;1 =
cos( 
4:4k+1
) sin( 9
4:4k+1
) sin( 7
4:4k+1
) sin( 15
4:4k+1
)
sin2( 
2:4k
) sin( 2
2:4k
)
;
k1;2 =
cos( 7
4:4k+1
) sin( 
4:4k+1
) sin( 9
4:4k+1
) sin( 15
4:4k+1
)
sin2( 
2:4k
) sin( 2
2:4k
)
;
k1;3 =
cos( 15
4:4k+1
) sin( 
4:4k+1
) sin( 7
4:4k+1
) sin( 9
4:4k+1
)
sin( 
2:4k
) sin( 2
2:4k
) sin( 3
2:4k
)
;
k2;0 =
cos( 11
4:4k+1
) sin( 3
4:4k+1
) sin( 5
4:4k+1
) sin( 13
4:4k+1
)
sin( 
2:4k
) sin( 2
2:4k
) sin( 3
2:4k
)
;
k2;1 =
cos( 3
4:4k+1
) sin( 11
4:4k+1
) sin( 5
4:4k+1
) sin( 13
4:4k+1
)
sin2( 
2:4k
) sin( 2
2:4k
)
;
k2;2 =
cos( 5
4:4k+1
) sin( 11
4:4k+1
) sin( 3
4:4k+1
) sin( 13
4:4k+1
)
sin2( 
2:4k
) sin( 2
2:4k
)
;
k2;3 =
cos( 13
4:4k+1
) sin( 3
4:4k+1
) sin( 5
4:4k+1
) sin( 11
4:4k+1
)
sin( 
2:4k
) sin( 2
2:4k
) sin( 3
2:4k
)
:
6.2 Continuity analysis of n-ary schemes
In this section, we present continuity analysis of 4-point n-ary approximating
non-stationary subdivision scheme. For the analysis of non-stationary schemes
we use the notion of asymptotical equivalence [25]. In order to prove the con-
vergence, we need some estimates of kq;i; i = 0; 1; 2; 3; which are given in the
following two lemmas.
Lemma 6.2.1.
(i)
qpz
48n3
 kq;0 
qpz
48n3 cos3( 3
2nk
)
; (ii)
pzy
16n3
 kq;1 
pzy
16n3 cos3( 2
2nk
)
;
(iii)
qzy
16n3
 kq;2 
qzy
16n3 cos3( 2
2nk
)
; (iv)
qpy
48n3
 kq;3 
qpy
48n3 cos3( 3
2nk
)
;
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where t = n
2
, p = 2n   q, y = 2n + q, z = 2n + p and q = 1; 3; : : : ; n   1 (any odd
integer) for n  2 (any even integer).
Proof. Since
kq;0 
1
2
q
4nk+1
p
4nk+1
z
4nk+1

2nk
2
2nk
3
4nk
=
qpz
48n3
;
and
kq;0 
q
4nk+1
p
4nk+1
z
4nk+1

2nk
cos( 
2nk
) 2
2nk
cos( 2
2nk
) 3
2nk
cos( 3
2nk
)
 qpz
48n3 cos3( 3
2nk
)
;
so the proof of (i) is completed. The proofs of (ii), (iii) and (iv) are similar to the
proof of (i).
By substituting n = 2 and 4 in Lemma 6.2.1, we get following corollaries.
Corollary 6.2.2.
(i)
7
128
 k1;0 
7
128 cos3( 3
2k+1
)
; (ii)
105
128
 k1;1 
105
128 cos3( 2
2k+1
)
;
(iii)
35
128
 k1;2 
35
128 cos3( 2
2k+1
)
; (iv)
5
128
 k1;3 
5
128 cos3( 3
2k+1
)
:
Remark 6.2.1. The scheme (6.4) is non-stationary counterpart of 4-point binary
C2 scheme [28] with mask
1
128
f 5; 7; 35; 105; 105; 35; 7; 5g; (6.6)
as by above corollary the mask of scheme (6.4) converges to the mask (6.6):
k1;0 ! 7128 , k1;1 ! 105128 , k1;2 ! 35128 and k1;3 ! 5128 , for k !1.
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Corollary 6.2.3.
(i)
35
1024
 k1;0 
35
1024 cos3( 3
2:4k
)
; (ii)
945
1024
 k1;1 
945
1024 cos3( 2
2:4k
)
;
(iii)
135
1024
 k1;2 
135
1024 cos3( 2
2:4k
)
; (iv)
21
1024
 k1;3 
21
1024 cos3( 3
2:4k
)
;
(v)
65
1024
 k2;0 
65
1024 cos3( 3
2:4k
)
; (vi)
715
1024
 k2;1 
715
1024 cos3( 2
2:4k
)
;
(vii)
429
1024
 k2;2 
429
1024 cos3( 2
2:4k
)
; (viii)
55
1024
 k2;3 
55
1024 cos3( 3
2:4k
)
:
Remark 6.2.2. From the above corollary it is obvious that k1;0 ! 351024 , k1;1 ! 9451024 ,
k1;2 ! 1351024 , k1;3 ! 211024 , k2;0 ! 651024 , k2;1 ! 7151024 , k2;2 ! 4291024 and k2;3 ! 551024 as
k !1. It means that mask of the scheme (6.5) converges to the mask
1
1024
f 21; 55; 65; 35; 135; 429; 715; 945; 945; 715; 429; 135; 35; (6.7)
 65; 55; 21g;
of 4-point quaternary C2 scheme [63] for w = 37
16
. So the scheme (6.5) is non-
stationary counterpart of (6.7).
By using Lemma 6.2.1, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2.4.
(i)
kq;0   qpz48n3   q;0 1n2k ; (ii) kq;1   pzy16n3   q;1 1n2k ;
(iii)
kq;2   qzy16n3   q;2 1n2k ; (iv) kq;3   qpy48n3   q;3 1n2k ;
where t = n
2
, p = 2n   q, y = 2n + q, z = 2n + p and q = 1; 3; : : : ; n   1 (any
odd integer) for n  2 (any even integer). The constants q;0, q;1, q;2 and q;3 are
independent of k.
Proof. To prove (i), we havekq;0   qpz48n3  
 qpz48n3 cos3( 3
2nk
)
  qpz
48n3
 :
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This implies for 0 <  < 
2kq;0   qpz48n3   qpz48n3
 
1  cos3( 3
2nk
)
cos3( 3
2nk
)
!
:
Again implies
kq;0   qpz48n3   qpz8n3
 
sin2( 3
4nk
)
cos3(3)
!
:
Finally, we getkq;0   qpz48n3   1n2k

92qpz
128n3 cos3(3)

= q;0
1
n2k
;
where q;0 = 9
2qpz
128n3 cos3(3)
is independent of k. The proofs of (ii), (iii) and (iv) are
similar to the proof of (i).
By substituting n = 2 and 4 in Lemma 6.2.4, we get following corollaries.
Corollary 6.2.5.
(i)
k1;0   7128
  1;0 122k ; (ii)
k1;1   105128
  1;1 122k ;
(iii)
k1;2   35128
  1;2 122k ; (iv)
k1;3   5128
  1;3 122k :
Corollary 6.2.6.
(i)
k1;0   351024
  1;0 142k ; (ii)
k1;1   9451024
  1;1 142k ;
(iii)
k1;2   1351024
  1;2 142k ; (iv)
k1;3   211024
  1;3 142k ;
(v)
k2;0   651024
  2;0 142k ; (vi)
k2;1   7151024
  2;1 142k ;
(vii)
k2;2   4291024
  2;2 142k ; (viii)
k2;3   551024
  2;3 142k :
Theorem 6.2.7. The proposed 4-point binary non-stationary scheme (6.4) is C2.
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Proof. Let Sak and Sa denote the schemes (6.4) and (6.6) having finite mask of
same support respectively.
We claim that
1X
k=0
22kkSak   Sak1 <1;
where
kSak   Sak1 = max
(X
j2Z
jaki 2j   ai 2jj; i = 0; 1; 2; 3
)
:
From the schemes (6.4) and (6.6), we have
1X
k=0
22kkSak   Sak1 =
1X
k=0
22k
 jak 4   a 4j+ jak 2   a 2j+ jak0   a0j+ jak2   a2j :
This implies that
1X
k=0
22kkSak   Sak1 =
1X
k=0
22k
k1;3   5128
+ k1;2   35128
+ k1;1   105128
+ k1;0   7128
 :
From (i) of Corollary 6.2.5, we have
1X
k=0
22k
k1;0   7128
  1X
k=0
22k1;0
1
22k
<1:
In the same way by using (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Corollary 6.2.5, we can easily show
that
1X
k=0
22k
k1;1   105128
 <1; 1X
k=0
22k
k1;2   35128
 <1 and 1X
k=0
22k
k1;3   5128
 <1:
Therefore, we have
P1
k=0 2
2kkSak Sak1 <1, whichmeans that both schemes
(6.4) and (6.6) are asymptotically equivalent. Since (6.6) is C2 so by Theorem
6.1.2, scheme (6.4) is also C2.
By using Corollary 6.2.6, we get following theorem.
Theorem 6.2.8. The proposed 4-point quaternary non-stationary scheme (6.5) is C2.
Proof. Proof of this theorem follows the proof of Theorem 6.2.7.
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6.3 Properties of the subdivision schemes
In this section, we discuss some important properties of the proposed schemes.
6.3.1 Affine invariance property
In the following proposition, we show that the scheme (6.3) holds affine invari-
ance property.
Proposition 6.3.1. The scheme (6.3) satisfies affine invariance property i.e.
 kq;0 + kq;1 + kq;2   kq;3 = 1:
Proof. Since
kq;0 + 
k
q;3 =
sin( q
4:nk+1
) sin( p
4:nk+1
) sin( (6n)
4:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
) sin( 3
2:nk
)
;
then this implies
kq;0 + 
k
q;3 =
sin( q
4:nk+1
) sin( p
4:nk+1
)
sin( 
4:nk
) sin( 2
4:nk
)
: (6.8)
Similarly, we have
kq;1 + 
k
q;2 =
sin( z
4:nk+1
) sin( y
4:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
: (6.9)
By subtracting (6.8) and (6.9), we have
 kq;0 + kq;1 + kq;2   kq;3 =
1
2
 
cos( (2n)
4:nk+1
)  cos( (6n)
4:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
!
:
This implies that
 kq;0 + kq;1 + kq;2   kq;3 =
1
2
 
 2 sin(  
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
!
:
Thus we have
 kq;0 + kq;1 + kq;2   kq;3 = 1:
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: (a) and (b) present basic limit function of proposed schemes (6.4) and (6.5)
respectively.
Corollary 6.3.2. The schemes (6.4) and (6.5) satisfy affine invariance property.
6.3.2 Support of basic limit function
By Theorems 6.2.7 and 6.2.8 it follows that the basic limit functions defined by
the proposed schemes (6.4) and (6.5) generate C2-continues limit curves. These
functions are shown in Figure 6.1.
Now we derive a general relation to calculate support width of 4-point n-ary
scheme. We figure out that as we increase arity of 4-point n-ary scheme the
support width decreases, i.e for 4-point n-ary scheme arity and support width
are reciprocal to each other.
Proposition 6.3.3. The basic limit function F defined by proposed scheme (6.3) has sup-
port width  = 4n 1
n 1 , which implies that it vanishes outside the interval
h
  4n 1
2(n 1) ;
4n 1
2(n 1)
i
.
Proof. Since the basic limit function F is the limit function of the scheme (6.3), its
support width  can be determined by computing how far the effect of the non
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zero vertex f 00 will propagate along by. As the mask of the scheme is a 4n-long
sequence by centering it on that vertex, the distances to the last of its left and
right nonzero coefficients are equal to 2n and 2n   1 respectively. At the first
subdivision step we see that the vertices on the left and right sides of f 10 at
2n
n
and 2n 1
n
are the furthest nonzero new vertices. At each refinement, the distance
on both sides is reduced by the factor 1
n
. At the next step of the scheme this will
propagate along by 2n
n2
on left and 2n 1
n2
on right. Hence after k subdivision steps
the furthest nonzero vertex on the left will be at
2n

1
n
+
1
n2
+
1
n3
+ : : :+
1
nk

=
2n
n
 
k 1X
j=0
1
nj
!
and
(2n  1)

1
n
+
1
n2
+
1
n3
+ : : :+
1
nk

=
(2n  1)
n
 
k 1X
j=0
1
nj
!
:
Since 1
n
< 1, the geometric sequence can be summed to give the extended dis-
tance on each side and we conclude that, in the limit, the total influence of the
original nonzero vertex will propagate along by
 =
2n
n
 
k 1X
j=0
1
nj
!
+
2n  1
n
 
k 1X
j=0
1
nj
!
=
4n  1
n

1
1  1
n

=
4n  1
n  1 :
Corollary 6.3.4. The basic limit function of the scheme (6.4) has support width  = 7,
which implies that it vanishes outside the interval
 7
2
; 7
2

.
Corollary 6.3.5. The basic limit function of the scheme (6.5) has support width  = 5,
which implies that it vanishes outside the interval
 5
2
; 5
2

.
Proposition 6.3.6. The basic limit function F defined by the proposed scheme (6.4) is
symmetric about Y-axis.
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(a) (d)
(b) (e)
(c) (f)
Figure 6.2: (a)-(c) present limit curve of the scheme (6.4) after 4th subdivision level
and (d)-(f) present limit curve of the scheme (6.5) after 2nd subdivision level.
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Proof. Let us denote the set Gk := f i2k j i 2 Zg such that the restriction of the
basic limit function F to Gk satisfies F ( i2k ) = f
k
i for all i 2 Z and we will use
mathematical induction on k to prove this.
First of all we note that F (i) = f 0i = f 0 i = F ( i) for all i 2 Z and thus
F ( i
2k
) = F (  i
2k
); 8 i 2 Z, k = 0.
Now we assume that F ( i
2k
) = F (  i
2k
); 8 i 2 Z, then it follows that fki =
F ( i
2k
) = F (  i
2k
) = fk i; 8 i 2 Z.
Therefore
F

2i
2k+1

=  k1;0fki 1 + k1;1fki + k1;2fki+1   k1;3fki+2:
This implies that
F

2i
2k+1

=  k1;0F

i  1
2k

+ k1;1F

i
2k

+ k1;2F

i+ 1
2k

  k1;3F

i+ 2
2k

:
So we have
F

2i
2k+1

=  k1;0F
 i+ 1
2k

+ k1;1F
 i
2k

+ k1;2F
 i  1
2k

  k1;3F
 i  2
2k

:
Thus we have
F

2i
2k+1

=  k1;0fk i+1 + k1;1fk i + k1;2fk i 1   k1;3fk i 2 = fk+1 2i = F

  2i
2k+1

:
Similarly, we can easily show that
F

2i+ 1
2k+1

= F

 2i+ 1
2k+1

:
Consequently F ( i
2k
) = F (  i
2k
); 8 i 2 Z and k 2 Z+. As a result from continu-
ity of F we have that F (x) = F ( x); 8 x 2 R, which shows that the basic limit
function F defined by the proposed 4-point binary scheme (6.4) is symmetric
about Y-axis.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of n-ary schemes.
Scheme Type Continuity Support
2-point Binary [19] Approximating 1 3
3-point Binary [16] Approximating 1 5
4-point Binary [19] Interpolating 1 6
3-point Ternary [19] Interpolating 1 4
Proposed 4-point Binary Approximating 2 7
Proposed 4-point Quaternary Approximating 2 5
In the same way, we can easily show that
Proposition 6.3.7. The basic limit function F defined by the proposed 4-point quater-
nary scheme (6.5) is symmetric about Y-axis.
6.4 Applications and comparison
In this section, we demonstrate visual performance of some of the proposed
schemes by several examples, compare them with existing binary and ternary
non-stationary schemes.
Figure 6.2 shows smooth curves which approximate set of given points. The
control polygons are drawn by dashed lines and the smooth curves by full lines.
Limit curves presented in 6.2(a)-6.2(c) are obtained by proposed scheme (6.4)
after four iterations while limit curves shown in 6.2(d)-6.2(f) are obtained by
proposed scheme (6.5) after two iterations.
In Table 6.1 we give brief comparison of n-ary schemes with some existing
schemes. It is shown that the continuity of n-ary schemes is greater than the
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other existing binary and ternary schemes. Also as we increase the arity of n-
ary schemes, support of the schemes decreases.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a generalized 4-point n-ary non-stationary approximating subdi-
vision scheme is presented using trigonometric Lagrange polynomial. Asymp-
totic equivalence technique is used for continuity analysis of proposed schemes.
It is also shown that proposed non-stationary schemes are counterpart of cele-
brated stationary schemes. Some important properties of schemes like affine
invariance, support and symmetry of basic limit function have been discussed.
An explicit formula to calculate support width of basic limit function is estab-
lished. We deduced that arity and support width of 4-point n-ary scheme are
reciprocal to each other. Visual performance of proposed schemes is shown by
several examples.
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Chapter 7
A Family of 4-point Odd-ary
Non-Stationary Subdivision
Schemes
In this chapter, we present a family of 4-point odd-ary interpolating non-stationary
schemes. This family of schemes is based on Lagrange trigonometric polynomi-
al. Moreover, the new schemes are non-stationary counterpart of the DD [20] s-
tationary schemes. These non-stationary schemes reproduce functions spanned
by f1; cos(x); sin(x)g. Some examples are also given to show visual perfor-
mance of the schemes.
7.1 4-point odd-ary interpolating scheme
In this section, we present 4-point interpolating non-stationary subdivision scheme
of odd-arity. These schemes are constructed by interpolation with the space
 = spanf1; cos(x); sin(x)g; for some , 0 <  < 
2
:
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Let us assume that we have a data set
S = f(x0; p(x0)); (x1; p(x1)); (x2; p(x2)); (x3; p(x3))g;
where 0 < (x3   x0) < 2: Consider the function
L(x) =
3X
j=0
p(xj)Lj(x);
where
Lj(x) =
3Y
k=0;k 6=j
sin((x xk)
2
)
sin(
(xj xk)
2
)
:
It is known [47] that L(x) is not the unique function in  which interpolates S.
We label the function L(x) a Lagrange like interpolant of the above data.
We denote the function Lj(x); j = 0; 1; 2; 3 by LNj (x) correspond to the data
N = fxj = j j j = 0; 1; 2; 3g: Then
LNj (x) =
3Y
k=0;k 6=j
sin((x xk)
2
)
sin(
(xj xk)
2
)
; x =
q + n
n
; (7.1)
where t = n+1
2
for n  3 (any odd integer), p = n  q and q = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; n  t.
A general 4-point odd-ary interpolating non-stationary subdivision scheme
associated with the interpolation with the space  is given as follows:
Given the initial control points f 0i 2 R and for  such that 0 <  < 2 , the
control points fk+1i at level k+1 are given by the following recursive algorithm:8>>><>>>:
fk+1ni = f
k
i ;
fk+1ni+g =  kg;0fki 1 + kg;1fki + kg;2fki+1   kg;3fki+2;
fk+1ni+h =  kn h;3fki 1 + kn h;2fki + kn h;1fki+1   kn h;0fki+2;
(7.2)
where g = 1; 2; : : : ; t   1, h = t; : : : ; n   1, t = n+1
2
for n  3 (any odd integer),
p = n  q, q = 1; 2; : : : ; n  t and
kq;0 =
cos( (n+q)
2:nk+1
) sin( q
2:nk+1
) sin( p
2:nk+1
) sin( (n+p)
2:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
) sin( 3
2:nk
)
;
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kq;1 =
cos( q
2:nk+1
) sin( p
2:nk+1
) sin( (n+q)
2:nk+1
) sin( (n+p)
2:nk+1
)
sin2( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
;
kq;2 =
cos( p
2:nk+1
) sin( q
2:nk+1
) sin( (n+q)
2:nk+1
) sin( (n+p)
2:nk+1
)
sin2( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
;
kq;3 =
cos( (n+p)
2:nk+1
) sin( q
2:nk+1
) sin( p
2:nk+1
) sin( (n+q)
2:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
) sin( 3
2:nk
)
:
Remark 7.1.1. The coefficients of the scheme (7.2) are computed by multiplying
the trigonometric Lagrange polynomial (7.1) with cos(x xj
2
) at x = q+n
n
.
7.1.1 Some examples of 4-point odd-ary scheme
Here we derive 4-point ternary and 4-point quinary schemes from general 4-
point odd-ary scheme (7.2). Similarly, we can easily derive other higher arity
4-point schemes.
4-point ternary scheme
By substituting n = 3 in (7.2), we get following 4-point ternary interpolating
non-stationary scheme8>>><>>>:
fk+13i = f
k
i ;
fk+13i+1 =  k1;0fki 1 + k1;1fki + k1;2fki+1   k1;3fki+2;
fk+13i+2 =  k1;3fki 1 + k1;2fki + k1;1fki+1   k1;0fki+2;
(7.3)
where
k1;0 =
cos ( 4
2:3k+1
) sin( 
2:3k+1
) sin( 2
2:3k+1
) sin( 5
2:3k+1
)
sin( 
2:3k
) sin( 2
2:3k
) sin( 3
2:3k
)
;
k1;1 =
cos ( 
2:3k+1
) sin( 2
2:3k+1
) sin( 4
2:3k+1
) sin( 5
2:3k+1
)
sin2( 
2:3k
) sin( 2
2:3k
)
;
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k1;2 =
cos ( 2
2:3k+1
) sin( 
2:3k+1
) sin( 4
2:3k+1
) sin( 5
2:3k+1
)
sin2( 
2:3k
) sin( 2
2:3k
)
;
k1;3 =
cos ( 5
2:3k+1
) sin( 
2:3k+1
) sin( 2
2:3k+1
) sin( 4
2:3k+1
)
sin( 
2:3k
) sin( 2
2:3k
) sin( 3
2:3k
)
:
Remark 7.1.2. It is to be noted that the points (3i+1
3k+1
; fk+13i+1) and (
3i+2
3k+1
; fk+13i+2), gener-
ated by the scheme (7.3), lie on the Lagrange interpolant of the points ( i 1
3k
; fki 1),
( i
3k
; fki ), (
i+1
3k
; fki+1) and (
i+2
3k
; fki+2).
4-point quinary scheme
By substituting n = 5 in (7.2), we get following 4-point quinary interpolating
non-stationary scheme8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
fk+15i = f
k
i ;
fk+15i+1 =  k1;0fki 1 + k1;1fki + k1;2fki+1   k1;3fki+2;
fk+15i+2 =  k2;0fki 1 + k2;1fki + k2;2fki+1   k2;3fki+2;
fk+15i+3 =  k2;3fki 1 + k2;2fki + k2;1fki+1   k2;0fki+2;
fk+15i+4 =  k1;3fki 1 + k1;2fki + k1;1fki+1   k1;0fki+2;
(7.4)
where
k1;0 =
cos( 6
2:5k+1
) sin( 
2:5k+1
) sin( 4
2:5k+1
) sin( 9
2:5k+1
)
sin( 
2:5k
) sin( 2
2:5k
) sin( 3
2:5k
)
;
k1;1 =
cos( 
2:5k+1
) sin( 4
2:5k+1
) sin( 6
2:5k+1
) sin( 9
2:5k+1
)
sin2( 
2:5k
) sin( 2
2:5k
)
;
k1;2 =
cos( 4
2:5k+1
) sin( 
2:5k+1
) sin( 6
2:5k+1
) sin( 9
2:5k+1
)
sin2( 
2:5k
) sin( 2
2:5k
)
;
k1;3 =
cos( 9
2:5k+1
) sin( 
2:5k+1
) sin( 4
2:5k+1
) sin( 6
2:5k+1
)
sin( 
2:5k
) sin( 2
2:5k
) sin( 3
2:5k
)
;
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k2;0 =
cos( 7
2:5k+1
) sin( 2
2:5k+1
) sin( 3
2:5k+1
) sin( 8
2:5k+1
)
sin( 
2:5k
) sin( 2
2:5k
) sin( 3
2:5k
)
;
k2;1 =
cos( 2
2:5k+1
) sin( 3
2:5k+1
) sin( 7
2:5k+1
) sin( 8
2:5k+1
)
sin2( 
2:5k
) sin( 2
2:5k
)
;
k2;2 =
cos( 3
2:5k+1
) sin( 2
2:5k+1
) sin( 7
2:5k+1
) sin( 8
2:5k+1
)
sin2( 
2:5k
) sin( 2
2:5k
)
;
k2;3 =
cos( 8
2:5k+1
) sin( 2
2:5k+1
) sin( 3
2:5k+1
) sin( 7
2:5k+1
)
sin( 
2:5k
) sin( 2
2:5k
) sin( 3
2:5k
)
:
Remark 7.1.3. It is observed that the points (5i+1
5k+1
; fk+15i+1), (
5i+2
5k+1
; fk+15i+2), (
5i+3
5k+1
; fk+15i+3)
and (5i+4
5k+1
; fk+15i+4), generated by the scheme (7.4), lie on the Lagrange interpolant
of the points ( i 1
5k
; fki 1), (
i
5k
; fki ), (
i+1
5k
; fki+1) and (
i+2
5k
; fki+2).
7.2 Continuity analysis of odd-ary schemes
In this section, we illustrate continuity analysis of 4-point odd-ary interpolat-
ing non-stationary subdivision scheme. Eigen analysis, Fourier transform and
Laurent polynomials are the techniques which are commonly used for the anal-
ysis of stationary schemes. But these methods are not appropriate for the non-
stationary schemes. Therefore for the analysis of non-stationary schemes we
implement the notion of asymptotical equivalence [25]. In order to prove the
convergence, we need some estimates of kq;i; i = 0; 1; 2; 3; which are given in
the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 7.2.1.
(i)
qp(n+ p)
6n3
 kq;0 
qp(n+ p)
6n3
1
cos3( 3
2nk
)
;
(ii)
p(n+ p)(n+ q)
2n3
 kq;1 
p(n+ p)(n+ q)
2n3
1
cos3( 2
2nk
)
;
(iii)
q(n+ p)(n+ q)
2n3
 kq;2 
q(n+ p)(n+ q)
2n3
1
cos3( 2
2nk
)
;
(iv)
qp(n+ q)
6n3
 kq;3 
qp(n+ q)
6n3
1
cos3( 3
2nk
)
;
where t = n+1
2
for n  3 (any odd integer), p = n  q and q = 1; 2; : : : ; n  t.
Proof. Since
kq;0 
1
2
q
2nk+1
p
2nk+1
(n+p)
2nk+1

2nk
2
2nk
3
4nk
=
qp(n+ p)
6n3
;
and
kq;0 
q
2nk+1
p
2nk+1
(n+p)
2nk+1

2nk
cos( 
2nk
) 2
2nk
cos( 2
2nk
) 3
2nk
cos( 3
2nk
)
 qp(n+ p)
6n3 cos3( 3
2nk
)
;
so the proof of (i) is completed. The proofs of (ii), (iii) and (iv) are similar to the
proof of (i).
By substituting n = 3 and 5 in Lemma 7.2.1, we get following corollaries.
Corollary 7.2.2.
(i)
5
81
 k1;0 
5
81
1
cos3( 3
2:3k
)
; (ii)
60
81
 k1;1 
60
81
1
cos3( 2
2:3k
)
;
(iii)
30
81
 k1;2 
30
81
1
cos3( 2
2:3k
)
; (iv)
4
81
 k1;3 
4
81
1
cos3( 3
2:3k
)
:
Remark 7.2.1. The scheme (7.3) is non-stationary counterpart of DD 4-point ternary
C1 scheme [20] with mask
1
81
f 4; 5; 0; 30; 60; 81; 60; 30; 0; 5; 4g; (7.5)
as by above corollary the mask of scheme (7.3) converges to the mask of ternary
scheme i.e. k1;0 ! 581 , k1;1 ! 6081 , k1;2 ! 3081 and k1;3 ! 481 , for k !1.
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Corollary 7.2.3.
(i)
6
125
 k1;0 
6
125
1
cos3( 3
2:5k
)
; (ii)
108
125
 k1;1 
108
125
1
cos3( 2
2:5k
)
;
(iii)
27
125
 k1;2 
27
125
1
cos3( 2
2:5k
)
; (iv)
4
125
 k1;3 
4
125
1
cos3( 3
2:5k
)
;
(v)
8
125
 k2;0 
8
125
1
cos3( 3
2:5k
)
; (vi)
84
125
 k2;1 
84
125
1
cos3( 2
2:5k
)
;
(vii)
56
125
 k2;2 
56
125
1
cos3( 2
2:5k
)
; (viii)
7
125
 k2;3 
7
125
1
cos3( 3
2:5k
)
:
Remark 7.2.2. From the above corollary it is obvious that k1;0 ! 6125 , k1;1 ! 108125 ,
k1;2 ! 27125 , k1;3 ! 4125 , k2;0 ! 8125 , k2;1 ! 84125 , k2;2 ! 56125 and k2;3 ! 7125 as k !1.
It means that mask of the scheme (7.4) converges to the mask
1
125
f 4; 7; 8; 6; 0; 27; 56; 84; 108; 125; 108; 84; 56; 27; (7.6)
0; 6; 8; 7; 4g;
of DD 4-point quinary C1 scheme [20]. So the scheme (7.4) is non-stationary
counterpart of (7.6).
By using Lemma 7.2.1, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2.4.
(i)
kq;0   qp(n+ p)6n3
  q;0 1n2k ; (ii)
kq;1   p(n+ p)(n+ q)2n3
  q;1 1n2k ;
(iii)
kq;2   q(n+ p)(n+ q)2n3
  q;2 1n2k ; (iv)
kq;3   qp(n+ q)6n3
  q;3 1n2k ;
where t = n+1
2
for n  3 (any odd integer), p = n   q and q = 1; 2; : : : ; n   t. The
constants q;0, q;1, q;2 and q;3 are independent of k.
Proof. To prove (i), we havekq;0   qp(n+ p)6n3
   qp(n+ p)6n3 cos3( 3
2nk
)
  qp(n+ p)
6n3
 :
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This implies kq;0   qp(n+ p)6n3
  qp(n+ p)6n3

1  cos3( 3
2nk
)
cos3( 3
2nk
)

:
Again implies kq;0   qp(n+ p)6n3
  qp(n+ p)n3

sin2( 3
4nk
)
cos3(3)

:
Finally, we getkq;0   qp(n+ p)6n3
  1n2k 92qp(n+ p)16n3 cos3(3) = q;0 1n2k ;
where q;0 =
92qp(n+p)
16n3 cos3(3)
is independent of k. The proofs of (ii), (iii) and (iv) are
similar to the proof of (i).
By substituting n = 3 and 5 in Lemma 7.2.4, we get following corollaries.
Corollary 7.2.5.
(i)
k1;0   581
  1;0 132k ; (ii)
k1;1   6081
  1;1 132k ;
(iii)
k1;2   3081
  1;2 132k ; (iv)
k1;3   481
  1;3 132k :
Corollary 7.2.6.
(i)
k1;0   6125
  1;0 152k ; (ii)
k1;1   108125
  1;1 152k ;
(iii)
k1;2   27125
  1;2 152k ; (iv)
k1;3   4125
  1;3 152k ;
(v)
k2;0   8125
  2;0 152k ; (vi)
k2;1   84125
  2;1 152k ;
(vii)
k2;2   56125
  2;2 152k ; (viii)
k2;3   7125
  2;3 152k :
Theorem 7.2.7. The proposed 4-point ternary non-stationary scheme (7.3) is C1.
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Proof. Let Sak and Sa denote the schemes (7.3) and (7.5) respectively. We claim
that
1X
k=0
3kkSak   Sak1 <1;
where
kSak   Sak1 = max
(X
j2Z
jaki 3j   ai 3jj; i = 0; 1; 2; 3
)
:
From the schemes (7.3) and (7.5), we have
1X
k=0
3kkSak   Sak1 =
1X
k=0
3k
 jak 6   a 6j+ jak 3   a 3j+ jak0   a0j+ jak3   a3j :
This implies that
1X
k=0
3kkSak   Sak1 =
1X
k=0
3k
k1;3   481
+ k1;2   3081
+ k1;1   6081
+ k1;0   581
 :
From (i) of Corollary 7.2.5, we have
1X
k=0
3k
k1;0   581
  1X
k=0
3k1;0
1
32k
<1:
In the same way by using (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Corollary 7.2.5, we can easily show
that
1X
k=0
3k
k1;1   6081
 <1; 1X
k=0
3k
k1;2   3081
 <1 and 1X
k=0
3k
k1;3   481
 <1:
Therefore we have
P1
k=0 3
kkSak  Sak1 <1, which means that both schemes
(7.3) and (7.5) are asymptotically equivalent. Since (7.5) is C1 so by Theorem
6.1.2, (7.3) is also C1.
By using Corollary 7.2.6, we get following theorem.
Theorem 7.2.8. The proposed 4-point quinary non-stationary scheme (7.4) is C1.
Proof. Proof of this theorem follows the proof of Theorem 7.2.7.
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7.3 Properties of the subdivision schemes
In this section, we discuss some significant properties of the proposed schemes.
7.3.1 Affine invariance property
In the following proposition, we show that the scheme (7.2) holds affine invari-
ance property.
Proposition 7.3.1. The scheme (7.2) satisfies affine invariance property i.e.
 kq;0 + kq;1 + kq;2   kq;3 = 1:
Proof. Since
kq;0 + 
k
q;3 =
sin( q
2:nk+1
) sin( p
2:nk+1
) sin( (2n+p+q)
2:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
) sin( 3
2:nk
)
;
then this implies
kq;0 + 
k
q;3 =
sin( q
2:nk+1
) sin( p
2:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
: (7.7)
Similarly, we have
kq;1 + 
k
q;2 =
sin( (n+p)
2:nk+1
) sin( (n+q)
2:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
: (7.8)
By subtracting (7.7) and (7.8), we have
 kq;0 + kq;1 + kq;2   kq;3 =
1
2
 
cos( (p+q)
2:nk+1
)  cos( (2n+p+q)
2:nk+1
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
!
:
This implies that
 kq;0 + kq;1 + kq;2   kq;3 =
1
2
 2 sin(  
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)
sin( 
2:nk
) sin( 2
2:nk
)

:
Thus we have
 kq;0 + kq;1 + kq;2   kq;3 = 1:
Corollary 7.3.2. The schemes (7.3) and (7.4) satisfy affine invariance property.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: (a) and (b) present basic limit function of proposed schemes (7.3) and (7.4)
respectively.
7.3.2 Support of basic limit function
By Theorems 7.2.7 and 7.2.8 it follows that the basic limit functions defined by
the proposed schemes (7.3) and (7.4) generate C1-continues limit curves. These
functions are shown in Figure 7.1.
Nowwe derive a general relation to determine support width of 4-point odd-
ary interpolating scheme. We deduce that as we increase airty of 4-point odd-
ary scheme the support width decreases, i.e arity and support width are vice
versa for 4-point odd-ary interpolating scheme.
Proposition 7.3.3. The basic limit function B defined by proposed scheme (7.2) has sup-
port width  = 4n 2
n 1 , which implies that it vanishes outside the interval
h
  4n 2
2(n 1) ;
4n 2
2(n 1)
i
.
Proof. Since the basic limit function B is the limit function of the scheme (7.2),
its support width  can be determined by computing how far the effect of the
non zero vertex f 00 will propagate along by. As mask of scheme (7.2) has length
(4n   1), by centering it on that vertex, the distance to the last of its non zero
coefficients is equal to 4n 2
2
on each side and after each subdivision level, it is
reduced by the factor 1
n
. Therefore, at the first subdivision step, the influence of
the non zero vertex extends a distance 4n 2
2n
on each side during the second step,
the last non zero coefficient itself causes a further effect of 4n 2
2n2
and successive
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iterations give 4n 2
2n3
; 4n 2
2n4
; : : : . Hence after k subdivision levels the furthest non
zero vertex on either side of center will be at
4n  2
2

1
n
+
1
n2
+
1
n3
+ : : :+
1
nk

=
4n  2
2n
 
k 1X
j=0
1
nj
!
:
Since 1
n
< 1, the geometric sequence can be summed to give the extended dis-
tance on each side and we conclude that, in the limit, the total influence of the
original non zero vertex will propagate along by
 = 2 4n  2
2n
 
k 1X
j=0
1
nj
!
=
4n  2
n

1
1  1
n

=
4n  2
n  1 :
Corollary 7.3.4. The basic limit function of the scheme (7.3) has support width  = 5,
which implies that it vanishes outside the interval
 5
2
; 5
2

.
Corollary 7.3.5. The basic limit function of the scheme (7.4) has support width  = 9
2
,
which implies that it vanishes outside the interval
 9
4
; 9
4

.
Proposition 7.3.6. The basic limit function B defined by the proposed scheme (7.3) is
symmetric about Y-axis.
Proof. Let us denote the setGk := f i3k j i 2 Zg such that the restriction of the basic
function B to Gk satisfies B( i3k ) = f
k
i for all i 2 Z and we will use mathematical
induction on k to prove this.
First of all we note that B(i) = f 0i = f 0 i = B( i) for all i 2 Z and thus
B( i
3k
) = B(  i
3k
); 8 i 2 Z, k = 0.
Now we assume that B( i
3k
) = B(  i
3k
); 8 i 2 Z, then it follows that fki =
B( i
3k
) = B(  i
3k
) = fk i; 8 i 2 Z.
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Therefore
B

3i
3k+1

= fk+13i = f
k
i = f
k
 i = f
k+1
 3i = B

  3i
3k+1

;
and
B

3i+ 1
3k+1

= fk+13i+1 =  k1;0fki 1 + k1;1fki + k1;2fki+1   k1;3fki+2:
This implies that
B

3i+ 1
3k+1

=  k1;3fk i 2 + k1;2fk i 1 + k1;1fk i   k1;0fk i+1:
So
B

3i+ 1
3k+1

= fk+1 3i 1 = B

 3i+ 1
3k+1

:
Also consider
B

3i+ 2
3k+1

= fk+13i+2 =  k1;3fki 1 + k1;2fki + k1;1fki+1   k1;0fki+2:
This implies that
B

3i+ 2
3k+1

=  k1;0fk i 2 + k1;1fk i 1 + k1;2fk i   k1;3fk i+1:
So
B

3i+ 2
3k+1

= fk+1 3i 2 = B

 3i+ 2
3k+1

:
Consequently B( i
3k
) = B(  i
3k
); 8 i 2 Z and k 2 Z+. As a result from con-
tinuity of B we have that B(x) = B( x); 8 x 2 R, which shows that the basic
function B defined by the proposed 4-point ternary scheme (7.3) is symmetric
about Y-axis.
In the same way, we can easily show that
Proposition 7.3.7. The basic limit function B defined by the proposed 4-point quinary
scheme (7.4) is symmetric about Y-axis.
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7.3.3 Reproduction of function
Here, we show that the function spanned by 1; cos(x); sin(x) can be repro-
duced by the scheme (7.2). Since the trigonometric Lagrange interpolant L(x)
is not the unique function from  interpolating the data set S, the reproduction
of these functions by the scheme (7.2) is not direct from the construction of the
scheme (7.2).
From Proposition 7.3.1, we have that  kq;0 + kq;1 + kq;2   kq;3 = 1. So it is
obvious that if fki = 1; 8 i at kth level, then fk+1i = 1; 8 i at (k+1)th level. Hence
we we can say that the function f(x) = 1 is definitely reproduced by the scheme
(7.2). Subsequently, due to the following result of [15] trigonometric Lagrange
interpolant L(x) reproduces the function cos(x).
Proposition 7.3.8. Let 0 <  < 
2
and xj = l+jm, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 for some l;m 2 R and
m > 0 such that 3m < 2. Then for 0 < h < m, we have L(x1+h) = cos((x1+h)).
In the same way we can simply show that the trigonometric Lagrange inter-
polant L(x) reproduces the function sin(x).
7.4 Applications and examples
In this section, we show visual performance and reproduction of trigonometric,
hyperbolic and conic section by proposed schemes. The following examples
show smooth curves which pass through a set of given points.
Figure 7.2 demonstrates smooth curves which interpolate set of given points.
The control polygons are drawn by dashed lines and the smooth curves by solid
lines. Limit curves presented in Figure 7.2 are obtained by proposed schemes
(7.3) and (7.4). Figure 7.3 depicts that the trigonometric and hyperbolic function-
s can be reproduced by our proposed schemes (7.3) and (7.4). Similarly, Figure
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.2: (a) presents limit curve of the scheme (7.3) and (b) presents limit curve of
the scheme (7.4).
7.4 shows that the conic section can be reproduced by our proposed schemes
(7.3) and (7.4).
7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced a family of 4-point odd-ary interpolating
scheme based on trigonometric Lagrange polynomial and then presented some
general results about smoothness analysis of 4-point odd-ary scheme. Some
important properties of proposed schemes like affine invariance, reproduction,
support and symmetry of basic limit functions have been discussed. We have
also presented a general expression to compute support width of basic limit
function. It is deduced that as we increase the arity of 4-point odd-ary scheme
the support width decreases i.e support width and arity are vice versa for 4-
point odd-ary interpolating scheme. In order to show visual performance of
proposed schemes some examples have been also included.
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(a) cos(x) (b) sinh(x) (c) sin(x) (d) cosh(x)
Figure 7.3: Reproduction of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions: (a) and (b) by the
scheme (7.3), and (c) and (d) by the scheme (7.4).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.4: Reproduction of conics: (a) and (b) by the scheme (7.3), and (c) by the
scheme (7.4).
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